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Abstract
This thesis is divided into three major topics. In the ﬁrst, we study questions concerning the distribution of
lattice points in dimensions two and higher. We give asymptotic formulas for the number of integer lattice
points of ﬁxed index visible from certain admissible sets. We also study the shape of the body PA1, . . . , PAk
when the lattice points A1, . . . ,Ak move inside a given large ball, and P is a lattice point visible from all
Ai's.
In the second part, we study the phenomenon of similar ordering of Farey fractions and their gener-
alizations. The notion of similar ordering for pairs of rationals was ﬁrst introduced by Hardy, Littlewood
and Pólya. Later A.E. Mayer proved that pairs of Farey fractions in FQ are similarly ordered when Q is
large enough. We generalize Mayer's result to Ducci iterates of Farey sequences and visible points in con-
vex regions. We also generalize the notion of index for Farey sequences and study the distribution of this
generalization for large values of Q.
In the third part of this thesis, we work with large values of certain Dirichlet series and their partial
sums. In particular, we examine a `short' partial sum of the Riemann Zeta function, ζNs   PnBN 1ns . We
obtain large values of ζN  12  it for t >  ºT ,T  when N B logT λ with 0 @ λ @ ºe. We also adapt the
methods by K. Soundararajan [31] and A. Bondarenko, K. Seip [14] to obtain large values on the critical
line for a certain linear combination of Dirichlet L-functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Joint Visibility
Lattice point problems are central in number theory and the geometry of numbers, and seminal results have
been proven in this ﬁeld. One aspect of lattice point problems pertains to questions related to visibility of
lattice points. Two distinct points A,B > Zk are visible from each other if there exists no other integer point
lying on the line segment joining the points A and B. A lattice point is a primitive lattice point if it is not
a multiple of any other lattice point; that is, the greatest common divisor of its coordinates is one. In other
words, a primitive lattice point is a lattice point visible from the origin. Several important results have been
proved on estimating the number of lattice points, as well as primitive lattice points, in suitable smooth
convex domains; see Huxley and Nowak [24], Baker [8], and the references therein.
Questions on visibility from a set of points rather than a single point have been investigated before.
Abbott [1] considered square lattices ∆n of length n and proved bounds on the minimum cardinality fn of
a set Xn ` ∆n such that every point of ∆n is visible from at least one point of Xn. For n suﬃciently large,
he showed that logn
2 log logn
@ fn @ 4 logn. In two dimensions, the upper bound was improved by Adhikari
and Balasubramanian in [2] and later by Adhikari and Chen [3] in higher dimensions. Results on the density
of visible lattice points in the whole lattice and not restricted to a square have been previously studied in
the thesis of Rearick [29] where the author looks at the density of lattice points visible from all the points of
certain admissible sets. The set S ` Zk is said to be admissible if any two points in S are mutually visible
to each other. In a later paper [28], Rearick also obtained an asymptotic formula for the number Nx of
lattice points x1, x2 . . . , xn > 0, xn which are visible to each point of Sm, where Sm is an admissible set
in Zn of cardinality m. He showed that
Nx   xnM
p
1  m
pn
 Ex,
1
with the error term Ex in the form
Ex   ¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
Oxn1, if m @ n  1,
Oxnn1~m, for every  A 0, if m C n  1.
In this chapter, we are interested in studying a more delicate question associated to joint visibility problems in
lattices: we consider the set of lattice points visible from a ﬁxed admissible set S and partition it according to
the natural, intrinsic notion of index. For a given set S   A1,A2, . . . ,Ak ` Zk the index of the point P > Zk
with respect to S is deﬁned as the index of the subgroup of Zk generated by the vectors PA1, PA2, . . . , PAk.
We study the distribution of lattice points visible from an admissible set of ﬁxed index. We ﬁrst study
the problem in two dimensions in Section 2; that is, given two mutually visible lattice points and a ﬁxed
positive number v, we ﬁnd an asymptotic formula for the number of points in a disk of radius R visible from
both points. Notice that translations in the plane preserve visibility conditions, so we do not lose generality
assuming that one of the given points is the origin. We prove the following result:
Theorem 1.1.1. Let v be a ﬁxed positive integer and let S   0,0, a, b ` Z2 be an admissible set. Denote
by NSR,v the number of two dimensional lattice points of index v in a disk of radius R centered at the
origin which are visible from both points of S. Then, as R  ª,
NSR,v   4Rº
a2  b2
M
pSv
p prime
1  2
p
 Ov1. (1.1.1)
In Section 2.2 we generalize this formula for arbitrary admissible sets of k-points in Zk. Unlike the case
k   2, the constants in the main term cannot be given in a nice, compact form for general S, however the
following result holds:
Theorem 1.1.2. Let v be a ﬁxed positive integer and S ` Zk be an admissible set. Denote by NSR,v the
number of k-dimensional lattice points of index v in a ball of radius R which are visible from all the points
of S. Then, as R  ª
NSR,v   CSRk1 M
pSv1
p prime
1  k
pk1
 OS,vRk2, (1.1.2)
where both CS and v1 are explicitly computable constants; CS depends only on S, and v1 depends on S and
v.
We compute the value of CS for one particular S, namely when it consists of the origin and unit vectors
in the directions of k  1 axes. Denote Lk   A1,A2, . . . ,Ak, where A1   0, . . . ,0 is the origin and Ai is
2
the unit vector pointing in the direction of the i-th coordinate axis for i   2, . . . , k. Then, it turns out that
the constant CLk is twice the volume of a k  1 dimensional unit ball and v1 is simply v.
A natural question which arises is, for a given large index v, what is the locus of the body PA1, . . . , PAk
when we allow the vertices A1, . . . ,Ak to vary inside a given large ball of radius R? Since the shape is not
changed by translations, we can make a translation to move P to the origin O. For a given large index, or
a ﬁxed shape or parallelepiped, we want to ﬁnd an almost similar parallelepiped. In dimension two, this
means that given a triangle with ﬁxed vertices B1,B2,B3 > R2, do there exist integer lattice points A1, A2
inside a large disk of radius R, such that the triangle OA1A2 looks like the triangle B1B2B3? Note that
the area of triangle OA1A2  
Sad  bcS
2
 
v
2
and so we can take v to be of the size of R2. Here "looks like"
means that the two triangles are almost similar. The two triangles cannot be exactly similar because OA1A2
has integer vertices and hence has rational slopes, while B1,B2 and B3 are arbitrary points in the plane.
We make the meaning of similarity more precise: If B1   b11, b12,B2   b21, b22 and B3   b31, b32, and
A1   a, b and A2   c, d, O   0,0, then by similar we mean that a, b, c, d,0,0 are close to respectively
tb11, tb12, tb21, tb22, tb31, tb32. Since t
2
 
AreaOA1A2
AreaB1B2B3   v2AreaB1B2B3 , we have t  ºv. The similarity
also forces that our initial ﬁxed triangle B1B2B3 should have the vertex B3 at the origin. More precisely,
this can be formulated as follows:
Given ﬁxed points α,β, γ, δ > R2 (α,β are the coordinates of the point B1 and γ, δ are the coordinates
of B2), we want to ﬁnd a vector a, b, c, d > Z4 (a, b are the coordinates of the point A1 and c, d are the
coordinates of A2) such that for large enough v the following conditions hold:
1. Visibility conditions
gcda, b   gcdc, d   gcda  c, b  d   1,
2. Index condition Sad  bcS   v,
3. Similarity conditions
Sa  αºvS @ Cvθ ; Sb  βºvS @ Cvθ,
Sc  γºvS @ Cvθ ; Sd  δºvS @ Cvθ.
Here C   Cα,β,γ,δ,θ depends only on α,β, γ, δ and θ, and we would naturally like the above conditions to
hold for some ﬁxed number θ @ 1~2.
3
Theorem 1.1.3. Fix θ A 5
12
. Given α,β, γ, δ > R2 such that αδ  βγ   1, for a suﬃciently large integer v,
there exist integers a, b, c, d which satisfy the visibility, index and similarity conditions stated above.
We prove this in Section 2.3 below.
1.2 Similar Ordering and Indices
For a positive integer Q the Farey series FQ of order Q is deﬁned as the set of reduced fractions between 0
and 1 with denominators less than or equal to Q. Denote by NQ the number of elements in FQ and write
these elements in increasing order as
γ1  
a1
q1
@ γ2  
a2
q2
@  @ γNQ  
aNQ
qNQ
. (1.2.1)
To study the basic properties of Farey series the reader is referred to the classical book by Hardy and Wright
[22, Chapter III]. Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [21] introduced the notion of similar ordering for pairs of
rational numbers as follows: two fractions γ   a
q
and γ   a

q
are called similarly ordered if aaq q C 0.
We use the notation γ  γ to indicate that γ and γ are similarly ordered. Mayer [25] proved that any two
neighboring Farey fractions are similarly ordered. Furthermore, he showed that for large values of Q, not
immediate neighbors in Farey series are similarly ordered too. More precisely, for any positive integer k there
exists a number Qk, so that for any Q A Qk, and any 1 B j @ j B NQ with j  j @ k, the numbers aj
qj
and
aj
qj
are similarly ordered.
The notion of similar ordering can be naturally extended for two sequences of numbers. We say two sets
of real numbers, A   a1, . . . , an and B   b1, . . . , bn are similarly ordered if ai  ai1bi  bi1 C 0 for all
i   1, ..., n  1. In this term Mayer's ﬁrst result states that the sets of numerators and denominators of any
Farey sequence are similarly ordered. We denote by ψ   ψ1 the Ducci operation on a tuple of numbers,
namely ψA   Sa1  a2S, Sa2  a3S, . . . , San1  anS. Also denote by ψkA   ψψk1A the k-th iteration of
the Ducci operation. The ﬁrst main result of this chapter is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.1. For any positive integer k, there exists a number Q0   Q0k such that if Q C Q0 is
a positive integer, and A and Q are the sets of numerators and denominators of the Farey series FQ,
respectively, then the sequences ψkA and ψkQ are similarly ordered.
The next theorem of this chapter shows this phenomenon in a more general setting. A lattice point on
the plane is called visible if there is no other lattice point on the line segment connecting it to the origin.
For a region Ω ` R2 we deﬁne FΩ   q1, a1, q2, a2, . . . , qn, an as the set of visible lattice points of Ω in
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the order of increasing arguments. In what follows FΩ should be interpreted as a circular set, meaning thatq1, a1 should be considered not as the ﬁrst element but rather the successor of qn, an. We also deﬁne
QΩ   q1, q2, . . . , qn and AΩ   a1, a2, . . . , an
as the sets of ﬁrst and second coordinates of the points in FΩ, respectively. For a tuple of numbers X  x1, x2, . . . , xn we deﬁne the analogue of the Ducci operator
ψ˜X   ψ˜1X   Sx1  x2S, Sx2  x3S, . . . , Sxn  x1S,
and naturally ψ˜kX   ψ˜ψ˜k1X . Note that ψ˜ does not make the tuple shorter, unlike ψ. The following
result demonstrates the phenomenon of similar ordering for the sets AΩ and QΩ for certain regions Ω.
Theorem 1.2.2. Let Ω ` R2 be an open convex region with piecewise smooth boundary and containing the
origin. Then for any positive integer k there exists a number x0Ω, k so that for any x A x0 the sets ψ˜kQxΩ
and ψ˜kAxΩ are similarly ordered.
Since Farey fractions also correspond to visible points in the plane this theorem is in the same spirit as
Theorem 1.2.1. However, it cannot be considered as a generalization of Theorem 1.2.1 since the region for
which the set of visible points corresponds to FQ is the triangle with vertices 0,0, 0,Q and Q,Q which
does not satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1.2.2.
Another aspect that we study in this chapter is related to the index of Farey fractions. In [20], the index
of the i-th fraction γi  
ai
qi
in FQ is deﬁned as
νi   νQγi   Q  qi1
qi
   qi1  qi1
qi
 
ai1  ai1
ai
,
and it was proved in [20] that
NQ
Q
i 1
νi   3NQ  1.
Moreover, from [12]
NQj
Q
i 1
νiνij   AjNQ OjQ log2Q
holds, where Aj is some constant such that AjP 1  log j. In [23], Haynes considered the j-index of γi
as
νjγi   aij1qi1  ai1qij1,
and showed that ν2γi   νQγi. The study of νjγi arises naturally in problems where the denominators
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of the fractions are restricted to an arithmetic progression with composite moduli (see [5, 6, 16]). It was
shown in [23] that for any integer j C 0, there exists a real constant Bj such that
1
NQ NQQi 1 νjγi   Bj Oj logQ
2
Q
 ,
as Q ª. Later, in [7], Badziahin and Haynes considered the distribution of νjγi   k with some divisibility
constraints on the denominator of γi. This is fundamental in the study of gap distribution of special subsets
of Farey fractions such as in [11]. We are going to consider the quantity
ν
k
j γi   akij1qki1  aki1qkij1   det
a
k
i1 a
k
ij1
q
k
i1 q
k
ij1
 (1.2.2)
for the sequences ψkA and ψkQ, which generalizes the j-index of elements in FQ. We will prove the
existence of the limiting distribution of ν
k
j as Q ª and this can be generalized to visible points in convex
regions with rectiﬁable boundary. It turns out that the limiting distribution is independent of the region.
In the last section of this chapter we return to studying similar ordering of Farey fractions looking at
the question from a diﬀerent point of view. In [17] Erd®s obtained a strong improvement of Mayer's result.
He proved that there exists an absolute constant C A 0 such that, for any positive integer Q and any
1 B j @ j B NQ for which Cj  j @ Q, the fractions aj~qj and aj~qj are similarly ordered. Here we
are concerned with similar ordering of not neighboring Farey fractions. Given two numbers α,β > 0,1, we
are interested in the probability that a Farey fraction in the neighborhood of α is similarly ordered with a
Farey fraction in the neighborhood of β. We take a positive function M  MQ approaching inﬁnity as Q
gets large and denote by AQ and BQ the Farey fractions of order Q in the neighborhood of α and β
respectively, that is
AQ   α  1
M
,α 
1
M
 9FQ and BQ   β  1
M
,β 
1
M
 9FQ.
We deﬁne
PMα,β,Q   #x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ, x  y
#x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ , (1.2.3)
which represents the probability of two randomly chosen fractions from AQ and BQ being similarly
ordered. Then the following theorem holds:
Theorem 1.2.3. Let M   MQ be a function satisfying MQ   o Ł¼ Q
logQ
 and PMα,β,Q be deﬁned
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as in (1.2.3). Then
lim
Q ª
PMα,β,Q   α2  β2
2β2
.
In the rest of the section we study similar ordering of Farey fractions with respect to a linear form
LX,Y    AX BY . Zaharescu [35] showed that there exists an absolute constant C A 0 such that for any
positive integers D,Q, any integer numbers A, B satisfying SAS, SBS B D, and any 1 B j @ j B NQ with
j  j B Q
CD2
, we have Aaj BajAqj Bqj C 0. (1.2.4)
Motivated by his work we generalize Theorem 1.2.3, considering similar ordering with respect to an arbitrary
linear form.
1.3 Large Values of Dirichlet Series and Partial Sums
Extreme values of the Riemann Zeta function and Dirichlet L-functions in the critical strip have been a
subject of interest since 1951. E.C. Titchmarsh was the ﬁrst who studied the large values of Sζ  1
2
 it S and
showed that there exist arbitrarily large values of t with Sζ  1
2
 it S C explogαt for any α @ 1
2
(see Theorem
8.12, Page 204 of [32]). In 1977, Montgomery [26] proved, assuming the Riemann Hypothesis, that there
exist arbitrarily large values t such that
Vζ 1
2
 itVQ exp 120
»
log StS»
log log StS .
Balasubramanian and Ramachandra [9] proved a similar result unconditionally, showing that there are
arbitrarily large values of t for which
Vζ 1
2
 itVQ expc
»
log StS»
log log StS , (1.3.1)
for some large constant c. Their method was based on ﬁnding lower bounds for the moments R 2TT Tζ  12  itT2k dt.
This bound was improved further by Soundararajan [31], who introduced the resonance method to prove
that (1.3.1) is valid with c   1o1. In the proof he constructs a Dirichlet polynomial Rt   PnBT rnnit
which `resonates' with ζ  1
2
 it and picks out its large values. More precisely, he estimates the smooth
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moments
M1R,T    S ª
ª
SRtS2Ψ t
T
dt,
M2R,T    S ª
ª
ζ 1
2
 it SRtS2Ψ t
T
dt,
where Ψt is a certain smooth function with a compact support in  1,2, taking values in  0,1. Then large
values of ζ 1
2
 it are obtained from the inequality
max
t> T,2T  Vζ 12  itV C SM2R,T SM1R,T  .
The choice of the smoothing function is not particularly important; the only properties needed are that
the Fourier transform Ψˆ is positive and that both Ψ and Ψˆ decay fast. This technique was used later to
establish large values of other L-functions. Recently, Aistleitner and Pa«kowski [4] used a modiﬁcation of
the resonance method to ﬁnd large values of L-functions in the Selberg class. Bondarenko and Seip [14] used
an improved version of the resonance method with some bounds on certain greatest common divisor (GCD)
sums and obtained larger values of ζ on the critical line. They showed that for any given 0 @ β @ 1 and
0 @ c @
¼
min 1
2
,1  β, for suﬃciently large T , there exists a t, T β B t B T , such that
Vζ 1
2
 itV C expcºlogT log log logTº
log logT
 . (1.3.2)
In the argument of their paper, a crucial role is played by the non-negativity of the coeﬃcients in the series
of ζs. That is the main obstacle in generalizing the proof for functions in a larger class of Dirichlet series.
In this thesis we are interested in obtaining large values for the sum of Dirichlet L-functions. For a positive
integer q we deﬁne the function
Fqs   Q
χ mod q
Ls,χ. (1.3.3)
We adapt the method of Bondarenko and Seip to obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 1.3.1. Let 0 @ β @ 1 be given, and let c be a positive number less than
¼
min  1
2
,1  β. If T is
suﬃciently large, then there exists a t, T β B t B T , such that
VFq 1
2
 itV C exp c
φq
º
logT log log logTº
log logT
 . (1.3.4)
Apparently for q   1 this reduces to (1.3.2).
Finally, in the last section of this chapter we examine a partial sum of the Riemann Zeta function,
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ζNs   PnBN 1ns and obtain large values on the critical line when N B logT λ with 0 @ λ @ ºe. It is easy
to show that the inequality TζN  12  itT B 4ºN holds for any t and N . We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.3.2. For any 0 @ λ @
º
e there exists a constant cλ A 0 and a number Tλ A 0 such that for any
T A Tλ and N B logT λ
max
t> ºT ,T 
VζN 1
2
 itV C cλºN. (1.3.5)
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Chapter 2
Visibility of Lattice Points
2.1 Two Dimensional Case
In the current section we ﬁnd an asymptotic formula for the number of visible points of a ﬁxed index in a
disk of radius R for a general admissible set of two points on the two dimensional integer lattice.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.1. We begin by noticing that unimodular transformations preserve visibility condi-
tions. For ifM is a unimodular matrix and X1,X2 > Z2 are two points invisible from each other (say Y > Z2
is on the line segment X1X2), then the pointMY will be on the line segment MX1,MX2. Conversely,
if X1 and X2 are visible from each other, thenMX1 andMX2 should be visible too, since the matrixM
1
is also unimodular. Furthermore, one can show that if the index of a point P > Z2 with respect to X1,X2
is v, then the index of the pointMP with respect to MX1,MX2 is also v. With this said we can take a
unimodular matrix which sends the point a, b to 1,0 and compute the number of visible points of index
v visible from the points A1   0,0 and A2   1,0 inside the image of the disk under that transformation.
Since gcda, b   1, there exist two integers c and d such that ac  bd   1. Then the matrix M   
c d
b a
 is
unimodular and obviously maps the point a, b to 1,0. The image of the disk under this transformation
is an ellipse given by the parameterization

c d
b a


R cos t
R sin t
   R

c cos t  d sin t
b cos t  a sin t
 . (2.1.1)
Now the problem is reduced to ﬁnding the number of lattice points inside this ellipse which are visible from
A1 and A2 and have index v. If P   x, y is such a point, then the area of the parallelogram formed by the
vectors A1P and A1A2 equals v. Since its base is SA1A2S   1 then P must be on one of the horizontal lines
y   v or y   v. The total length of the segments on these lines inside the ellipse is 2SLRS Ov1, where L
and R are the points of intersection of the ellipse with the x-axis. The points L and R correspond to the
10
Figure 2.1: Disk and its image under the transformation M.
values of t for which the y-component in (2.1.1) is zero. That happens when tan t   b
a
in which case
c cos t  d sin t   c  d b
a
 cos t   ac  bd
a
¾
1
1  tan2 t
  
1º
a2  b2
.
This means that 2SLRS   4Rº
a2  b2
. Then
NSR,v   2SLRS Ov1
v
 Ov1ρv   4Rº
a2  b2
ρv
v
Ov1, (2.1.2)
where ρv   #0 B x @ v  gcdx, v   gcdx  1, v   1, i.e. ρv counts the number of visible points on
an interval of length v on the horizontal line y   v. Let v˜   Lkj 1 pj be the square-free part of v   Lkj 1 pejj .
Since gcdx, v   1 if and only if gcdx  v˜, v   1 and gcdx  1, v   1 if and only if gcdx  1  v˜, v   1,
then #m  1 @ x @ m  v˜  gcdx, v   1,gcdx  1, v   1   ρv for any integer m, therefore ρv
v
 
ρv˜
v˜
.
Now, ρv˜   #1 @ x @ v˜  gcdxx  1, v˜   1 is computed as follows. If a number x is such that both x
and x  1 are relatively prime to v˜ then x should be congruent to one of the numbers 2,3, ..., pj  1 for each
prime divisor pj of v˜. There are pj  2 choices for each of the k congruences and for each such k-tuple there
is a unique x > 1, v˜ satisfying all of them. Therefore ρv˜  Lkj 1pj  2 and by (2.1.2) we deduce that
NSR,v   4Rº
a2  b2
1
v˜
k
M
j 1
pj  2 Ov1   4Rº
a2  b2
k
M
j 1
pj  2
pj
O1,
which proves (1.1.1).
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2.2 Generalization for higher dimensions
In this section we apply techniques similar to the one in Section 2 to ﬁnd a formula analogous to (1.1.1)
in higher dimensions. More precisely, given an admissible set S of k vectors in Zk, we ﬁnd an asymptotic
formula for NSR,v, the number of points in a large ball of radius R, which are visible from S and have
index v with respect to S. For the proof of Theorem 1.1.2 we need the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2.1. Given any k  1 vectors Ajk1j 1 in Zk there exists a unimodular matrix M such that MAj
has its last k  j coordinates 0 for j   1, ..., k  1.
Proof. We arrange the given vectors with integer components as a k k1 matrix B, and show that there
exists a matrix M > SLk,Z such that the matrix Y  MB is upper triangular. That is, if we denote the
entries of Y by yi,j , 1 B i B k, 1 B j B k  1, then
yi,j   0, for all 1 B j @ i B k.
The matrixM will be in the formM  X2X3Xk, with X2,X3, . . . ,Xk > SLk,Z described as follows. For
each r > 2,3, . . . , k denote the entries of Xr by xri,j ,1 B i, j B k. For each r > 2,, k we force xri,i   1 for
all r @ i B k, and x
r
i,j   0 for all pairs i, j with i x j and maxi, j A r. We leave the other entries of Xr as
free parameters. For example, X2 has the following form:

x
2
1,1 x
2
1,2 0 . . . 0
x
2
2,1 x
2
2,2 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
    
0 0 0 . . . 1

,
and there are no restrictions on Xr (other than being an element of SLk,Z). Next, denote
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
Y2  X2X3XkB,
Y3  X3XkB,
. . .
Yk  XkB,
and for each r > 2, . . . , k, let the entries of Yr be yri,j ,1 B i, j B k. We will choose the matricesX2,X3, . . . ,Xk
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in such a way, that the resulting matrices Y2, Y3, . . . , Yk satisfy the following condition:
y
r
i,j   0, for all triples i, j, r for which simultaneously r B i and j @ i. (2.2.1)
As soon as the construction of the matrices Xk, . . . ,X2 (in this order) is accomplished satisfying the condition
(2.2.1), the lemma is proved. Indeed, taking M   X2X3Xk we have MB   Y2, which by (2.2.1) has the
desired property.
Before we proceed to the actual construction, we make the following remark:
Remark 2.2.2. Given any numbers u1, u2, . . . , ul > Z, with gcdu1, . . . , ul   1, there exists a matrix E >
SLl,Z, whose bottom row coincides with the vector u1, . . . , ul.
Indeed, if gcdu1, . . . , ul   1, then the point P with coordinates u1, . . . , ul is visible from the origin.
Next, if one sends the point P to the point 0,0, . . . ,0,1 via a linear map given by a matrix M > SLl,Z,
then from
M

u1

ul1
ul

 

0

0
1

, we get M1

0

0
1

 

u1

ul1
ul

,
thus the vector u1, . . . , ulT appears in the inverse matrix M1 as its last column. Then the transpose of
M1 which also belongs to SLl,Z, will have u1, . . . , ul as its bottom row, so we can take that matrix as
the desired matrix E.
We now proceed to the actual construction. First, we consider Xk. We need the bottom row of Xk to
be orthogonal to the columns of B. There exists a row vector W which has integer entries whose g.c.d is
1, and which is orthogonal to each of the k  1 columns of B. In linear algebra terminology, this simply
means that there is a vector W with g.c.d. of its entries 1, such that WB   0. After that we apply the
remark with l   k and u1, ..., ul   W , to construct a matrix Xk > SLk,Z whose bottom row coincides
with W . Then Xk satisﬁes the property, that XkB has its bottom row identically zero. Next, we proceed to
construct Xk1. There are two important things to note here; one is that the bottom row (k-th row) of Xk1
is already constructed: it is 0,0, ...,0,1 and one simply checks that this choice does not aﬀect the k-th row
of the product Xk1Yk (which is denoted by Yk1) being the zero vector, as desired. The other important
thing to note, is that the k  1-th row of Xk1 has its ﬁrst k  2 components completely free to choose,
while the last component has already been ﬁxed at the beginning of the proof, equal to 0. The last row of
Xk1 is 0, ...,0,1 and the last column of Xk1 is also 0, ...,0,1. Therefore no matter how we choose the
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top-left k  1  k  1 block in Xk1, if that block is in SLk  1,Z, then the whole matrix Xk1 will be
in SLk,Z. Then, in this case we apply the remark with l   k  1, and with u1, ..., uk1 being given by the
ﬁrst k  1 components of the k  1-th row of Xk1. We ﬁrst ﬁnd a vector u1, ..., uk1 in such a way that it
is orthogonal to the ﬁrst k  2 vectors that appear in Yk (actually the restrictions of these k  2 vectors to
their ﬁrst k  1 components). These are k  2 column vectors in Zk1, so there exists a non-zero vector in
Zk1 (which we write as a row vector and denote by u1, ..., uk1) which is orthogonal to each of those k  2
vectors. Then, after u1, ..., uk1 was found, with g.c.d of its components equal to 1, we apply the remark
with l   k1 to construct a matrix in SLk1,Z with the desired properties. After that we take this matrix
from SLk  1,Z and place it as the top-left k  1 k  1 block in Xk1. This constructs Xk1. Then we
continue the procedure with the construction of Xk2,Xk3, . . . ,X2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.2. For the given admissible set S   Ajkj 1 we can make a translation of the space so
that one of the elements in S goes to the origin. Then we can use the lemma with the other k  1 vectors,
so that the initial set of vectors converts to Bjkj 1, where
B1  

0
0

0
0

, B2  

b21
0

0
0

, B3  

b31
b32

0
0

, . . . , Bk  

bk1
bk2

bkk1
0

. (2.2.2)
We will useM for the transformation of lemma. Also, for ease of notation we will write bji for i-th coordinate
of Bj even when j B i, i.e. bji   0. It is worth mentioning that this new set of points is still admissible. In
particular, B2 is visible from B1, which means b21   1. Denote by Ek,S the image of the ball of radius R
under M which is a k-dimensional ellipsoid. The problem is now reduced to ﬁnding the number of points
in Ek,S which are visible from Bj 's and have index v. Let P   x1, ..., xkT be such a point. Then v is
equal to the volume of the parallelogram formed by the vectors PB1, PB2, ..., PBk. Alternatively, v is the
absolute value of the determinant of the matrix where the columns are the vectors B1P,B1B2, ...,B1Bk.
This determinant is 1k1xkLkj 2 bj j1, so if
v1  
vSLkj 2 bj j1S , (2.2.3)
then xk   v1. Denote the intersection of Ek,S with the hyperplane xk   0 by Ek1,S . It is a k  1
dimensional ellipsoid and its volume can be computed by Rk1 VolE, where E is the intersection of the
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hyperplane xk   0 with the image under M of the unit ball in Rk. If ρSv1   #P   x1, ..., xk1, v1  0 B
x1, ..., xk1 @ v1, P is visible from all Bj 's, then we have
NSR,v   2VolEk1,S
vk11
OS,vVol∂Ek1,SρSv1
  2Rk1 VolEρSv1
vk11
Ok,SRk2. (2.2.4)
Here ∂Ek1,S is the boundary of Ek1,S , which is a k2 dimensional ellipsoid, hence the volume is a constant
multiple of Rk2. To show the ﬁrst equality of (2.2.4) rigorously, suppose the ellipsoid Ek,S is given by the
inequality  x1
Ra1
2          xk
Rak
2 B 1,
where a1, . . . , ak are ﬁxed numbers. Then the formula for Ek1,S will be
 x1
Ra1
2          xk1
Rak1
2 B 1, (2.2.5)
and the set Ek,S 9 xk   0 will be given by
 x1
Ra1
2          xk1
Rak1
2 B 1   v1
Rak
2 . (2.2.6)
The latter is equivalent to  x1
µRa1
2          xk1
µRak1
2 B 1,
where µ   1  Ł v1
Rak
21~2. To show that the volumes of (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) diﬀer by ORk2 it remains to
use the fact that the volume of an ellipsoid is computed as a constant multiple of its semi-axes.
The rest of the proof is devoted to ﬁnding an exact formula for ρSv1. By deﬁnition of ρS , we have
ρSv1   #x1, ..., xk1  0 B x1, ..., xk1 @ v1,
gcdx1  bj1, ..., xk1  bjk1, v1   1,1 B j B k, (2.2.7)
Notice that if v˜1 is the square-free part of v1 then
ρSv1
vk11
 
ρSv˜1
v˜1
k1
, so hereafter without loss of generality
we will assume that v1 is square-free. In terms of Möbius functions ρS can be written as
ρSv1   Q
0Bx1,...,xk1@v1
Q
d1>D1
µd1 Q
d2>D2
µd2 Q
dk>Dk
µdk, (2.2.8)
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where Dj   d  dSv1, dSxm  bjm for m   1, ..., k  1, j   1, ..., k. Interchanging the order of summation in
(2.2.8) we ﬁnd that
ρSv1   Q
d1,d2,...,dk Sv1
µd1µd2µdkQ 1, (2.2.9)
where Q denotes the summation over all 0 B x1, ..., xk1 @ v1 such that xm  bjm moddj for j  
1, ..., k and m   1, ..., k  1. The indices of summation in Q are independent of each other, so we can
write the sum as a product
Q 1  
k1
M
m 1
Fm,
where Fm   #0 B x @ v1  x  bjm moddj for j   1, ..., k. In order for this product to be non-zero, we need
all of Fm's to be non-zero. It can be shown that this happens if and only if all dj 's are mutually relatively
prime. Indeed, let us assume all Fm's are non-zero and show that gcddr, ds   1. Since Fm counts the
number of solutions for a system of congruences, then by the generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem it will
be non-zero if and only if bkm  blm mod gcddk, dl for all k @ l. In particular, brm  bsm mod gcddr, ds,
so gcddr, ds   1 since otherwise it would imply that the points Br and Bs are not mutually visible. The
other direction can be shown in a similar way.
Now, if dj 's are pairwise relatively prime, then again by the Chinese Remainder Theorem there is a
unique solution modulo lcmd1, d2, ..., dk  Lki 1 di, hence v1Lki 1 di solutions in total. So we have
Q 1  
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
k1
M
i 1
v1
Lkj 1 dj
, if gcddr, ds   1 for r @ s,
0, otherwise,
  vk11
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
1
Lkj 1 djk1
, if gcddr, ds   1 for r @ s,
0, otherwise.
Using this in (2.2.9) and separating the outermost sum, we obtain
ρSv1   vk11 Q
d1>E1
µd1
dk11
Q
d2>E2
µd2
dk12
 Q
dk>Ek
µdk
dk1k
,
where Ei   diSv1  gcddi, dj   1 for j   1, ..., i 1 for i   1, ..., k  1. Since v1 is square-free and the dj 's are
pairwise relatively prime, then we can write the conditions for indices of summation in a simpler form:
ρSv1   vk11 Q
d1Sv1
µd1
dk11
Q
d2S v1d1
µd2
dk12
 Q
dk S v1d1...dk1
µdkdkk1 .
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Next, if we denote hm   µm
mk1
and g1m   Q
dSm
µd
dk1
, then the penultimate sum in the previous expression
can be recognized as a convolution of h and g1:
Q
dk1S v1d1dk2
µdk1dk1k1 Qdk S v1d1...dk1
µdkdkk1   h  g1 v1Lk2j 1 dj  .
Furthermore, if gi1   gih for i   1,2, ..., k1, then ρSv1   vk11 gkv1. Obviously both functions h and g1
are multiplicative; hence all gi's are also as such, being convolutions of multiplicative functions. Therefore
ρSv1   vk11 M
pSv1
p prime
gkp. (2.2.10)
We ﬁnally show by induction that gip   1  i
pk1
for each prime p. For i   1,
g1p  Q
dSp
µd
dk1
 
µ1
1k1

µp
pk1
  1 
1
pk1
.
If we assume the formula is correct for i, then
gi1p   h  gip   hpgi1  h1gip   µp
pk1
 1 
i
pk1
  1 
i  1
pk1
.
Thus we have gkp   1  k
pk1
and (2.2.10) gives
ρSv1   vk11 M
pSv1
pprime
1  k
pk1
 . (2.2.11)
Using this in (2.2.4) we obtain the desired result.
Now suppose S   Lk   Ajkj 1 consists of the origin and the unit directional vectors, so that no trans-
formation is needed to convert them to the form in (2.2.2). Then the denominator in (2.2.3) will be 1, hence
v1   v. Also E in this case is a k  1 dimensional unit ball, so that VolE   pin~2Γn~21 . Then the asymptotic
formula (1.1.2) converts to
NLkR,v   2pi n2Γn
2
 1Rk1 MpSv
p prime
1  k
pk1
 OvRk2.
Finally, we give an analogue of formula (1.1.2) when instead of a ball, a rectangular box of size R is
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considered. For each index v, we ﬁnd an asymptotic formula for the number of lattice points P inside a large
cube in Zk, visible from each of the points in Lk, and such that the index of the sub-lattice spanned by the
vectors PA1, PA2, . . . , PAk equals v.
Theorem 2.2.3. Let NkR,v be the number of k-dimensional lattice points of index v in  0,Rk9Zk which
are visible from all Ai > Lk. Then, as R  ª,
NkR,v   Rk1 M
pSv
p prime
1  k
p
 OS,vRk2. (2.2.12)
Proof. Denote ρkv   ρLkv. Then notice that
NkR,v   R
v
 Ov1k1 ρkv   Rv 
¢¨¨¦¨¨¤Rv
£¨¨§¨¨¥ Ov1
k1
ρkv
  R
ν
k1 OvRk2ρkν   ρkν
νk1
Rk1 OvRk2. (2.2.13)
To ﬁnish the proof it remains to use (2.2.11) in the last formula.
2.3 Shape of the parallelepiped
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.3. Without loss of generality, we assume that α   maxα,β, γ, δ. Denote A   αºv
and ﬁx θ0 A 0. We ﬁrst show that there exists a number vθ0,α A 0 depending on θ0 and α, such that for all
v A vθ0,α the interval J1    A,A Aθ0 contains an integer a satisfying gcda, v   1.
This follows from a familiar argument showing that the sum
Q
a>J1
Q
d1Sgcda,v
µd1 A 0.
Indeed, by interchanging the sums over a and d1, we reduce the above sum to
Q
d1Sv
µd1 Q
a>J1
d1Sa
1   Q
d1Sv
µd1#a > J1 S d1Sa   Q
d1Sv
µd1
@@@@@>A A
θ0
d1
AAAAA? 
@@@@@> Ad1
AAAAA? O1

  Q
d1Sv
µd1Aθ0
d1
O1   Aθ0 Q
d1Sv
µd1
d1
Ov   Aθ0 φv
v
Ov,
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where  is any positive number and v in the error term is due to the bound on the number of divisors of v
by the results of Wigert [34] and Ramanujan [27]. Observe that the main term here is greater than the error
term since
Aθ0
φv
v
Q
Aθ0
log log v
Q
vθ0~2
log v
,
(see, for example, Rosser and Schoenfeld [30] for the bound of φv
v
).
We now show the existence of integers b, c and d satisfying the visibility, index and similarity conditions.
Let θ A θ0~2 A 0 and let C   Cα,β, γ, δ, θ. Denote J2   X2, Y2   βºv  Cvθ, βºv  Cvθ and J3  X3, Y3   γºv Cvθ, γºv Cvθ. In order to show the existence of integers b and c such that gcda, b  
gcdc, d   gcda c, b d   1, b > J2, c > J3 and bc  v moda, we show that the number Nv,a,J2,J3 deﬁned
by
Nv,a,J2,J3   #b, c > Z2  b > J2, c > J3,gcda, b   1,gcda, c   1,
gcda  c, v   1,gcdc, v   1, bc  v moda (2.3.1)
is positive. Notice that the conditions gcda, c   gcdc, v   1 imply gcdc, d   1, while gcda  c, v   1
implies gcda  c, b  d   1. The ﬁrst is trivial. For the second, one can simply use gcda  c, b  d B
gcda  c, cb  d   gcda  c, v  da  c   gcda  c, v.
Using incomplete Kloosterman sums, we rewrite Nv,a,J2,J3 as
1
a
a1
Q
l 0
Q
b>J2
gcda,b 1
e lb
a
 Q
c>J3
gcdcac,v 1
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
 ,
where ex   e2piix, and c¯ is the multiplicative inverse of c modulo a. Separating the l   0 term from the
remaining, we have,
Nv,a,J2,J3  
1
a
#b > J2  gcdb, a   1#c > J3  gcdca  c, v   1,gcda, c   1

1
a
a1
Q
l 1
Q
b>J2
gcda,b 1
e lb
a
 Q
c>J3
gcdcac,v 1
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
 .
We ﬁrst compute the cardinality of the set b > J2  gcdb, a   1. This can be written as
Q
b>J2
Q
d2Sgcda,b
µd2.
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Following the computations as before, we see that the above sum is equal to
Q
d2Sa
µd2 SJ2S
d2
O1   SJ2Sφa
a
Oa, (2.3.2)
for every  A 0. The cardinality of the set c > J3  gcdca  c, v   1,gcda, c   1 is
Q
c>J3
gcda,c 1
Q
d3Sc
d3Sv
µd3 Q
DSac
DSv
µD   Q
1Bd3BY3
d3Sv
µd3 Q
1BDBaX3
DSv
µD Q
c>X3,Y3
d3Sc
DSac
gcda,c 1
1. (2.3.3)
Notice that the conditions d3Sc,DSa  c and gcda, c   1 imply gcdd3,D   1. The innermost sum can be
expressed as
Q
c>J3
d3Sc
DSac
gcda,c 1
1   Q
c>J3
d3Sc
DSac
Q
kSa
kSc
µk  Q
kSa
µk Q
c>J3
d3Sc
DSac
kSc
1. (2.3.4)
Now note that since gcda, v   1, we have that gcdd3, k   1 and gcdD,k   1. Since also gcdd3,D   1,
then all three co-primality conditions required by the Chinese Remainder Theorem are fulﬁlled, so we have
#c > J3  c  0 modd3, c  a modD, c  0 modk   SJ3S
d3kD
O1.
Substituting the above expression in (2.3.4), we obtain
Q
c>J3
d3Sc
DSac
gcda,c 1
1  
SJ3S
d3D
Q
kSa
µk
k
Oa   SJ3S
d3D
φa
a
Oa.
On substitution in (2.3.3) this gives
SJ3Sφa
a
Q
1Bd3BY3
d3Sv
µd3
d3
Q
1BDBaX3
DSv
gcdd3,D 1
µD
D
Oav   SJ3Sφa
a
Q
d3Sv
Q
DSv
gcdd3,D 1
µd3µD
d3D
Oav
  SJ3Sφa
a
Q
mSv
µm
m
#d3,D S d3Sv,DSv, d3D  m,gcdd3,D   1 Oav
  SJ3Sφa
a
Q
mSv
µmdm
m
Oav   SJ3Sφa
a
M
qSv
q prime
1  2
q
 Oav. (2.3.5)
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Here dm in the second last equality denotes the number of divisors of m. Note that in the ﬁrst step we
omit the interval restrictions on d3 and D since the contribution of the terms with d3 A Y3 or D A a X3 is
bounded by
Q
d3AY3
d3Sv
µd3
d3
Q
1BDBaX3
DSv
gcdd3,D 1
µD
D
 Q
DAaX3
DSv
µD
D
Q
1Bd3BY3
d3Sv
gcdd3,D 1
µd3
d3
P
v
Y3
a X3  v
a X3
Y3.
Since α is larger than γ, then aX3 C α
º
vγ
º
vCvθ Q αγºv Qºv, as well as Y3   γºvCvθ Qºv,
so the expression above is P v. Combining (2.3.5) with (2.3.2) and using the facts that SJ2S   SJ3S ﬃ vθ and
a ﬃ v1~2, we obtain an estimate for the l   0 term in the expression for Na,v,J2,J3 as
SJ2SSJ3Sφa2
a3
M
qSv
q prime
1  2
q
 Ovθ1~2. (2.3.6)
Since the index is always odd, the above product is non-zero and by Merten's estimate on the product
over primes it is Q 1
log v
. Moreover, for v large enough, since a A α
º
v, we have,
φa
a
Q
1
log log a
. Since
a B A  Aθ0 P v1~2, then for 1 A θ A 5
12
, by the above bounds, the main term in (2.3.6) is bounded from
below by
v2θ
1
alog log a2 log v Q v2θ1~2 Q v1~3. (2.3.7)
Next we focus on the sums 1 B l B a1. Let us denote this sum by S2. Using geometric series we can estimate
these sums as
S2  
1
a
a1
Q
l 1
 Qb>J2gcda,b 1 e
lb
a


Q
c>J3
gcdcac,v 1
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a


P
1
a
a1
Q
l 1
a
l
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Q
c>J3
gcdcac,v 1
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
P a max
1BlBa1
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Q
c>J3
gcdcac,v 1
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
, (2.3.8)
for every  A 0.
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The sum containing the exponential can be estimated as
Q
c>J3
gcdcac,v 1
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
   Q
c>J3
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
 Q
d4Sgcdcac,v
µd4
  Q
c>J3
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
Q
d4Sc
d4Sv
µd4 Q
D1Sac
D1Sv
µD1
  Q
1Bd4BY3
d4Sv
µd4 Q
1BD1BaX3
D1Sv
gcdd4,D1 1
µD1 Q
c>J3
d4Sc
D1Sac
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
 . (2.3.9)
Let c   d4m for some integer m. Then, c¯  d¯4m¯ moda, where, d¯4 and m¯ are the inverses of d4 and m
modulo a respectively. We examine the innermost sum separately as follows:
Q
c>J3
d4Sc
D1Sac
gcda,c 1
e lc¯v
a
   Q
m>
J3
d4
D1Sad4m
gcda,m 1
e ld¯4m¯v
a
 .
Since, D1Sad4m, then m  ad5 modD1, where d5 is the inverse of d4 modulo D1. Let r > 0,1, . . . ,D11
such that d4r  a modD1. Then m  r modD1. This yields
Q
m>
J3
d4
D1Sad4m
gcda,m 1
e ld¯4m¯v
a
   Q
m>
J3
d4
mr modD1
gcda,m 1
e ld¯4m¯v
a
 .
If m   r Dh for some integer h, then h > ŁŁJ3
d4
 r 1
D1
 . This implies
Q
m>
J3
d4
mr modD1
gcda,m 1
e ld¯4m¯v
a
   Q
h>ŁŁ J3d4 r 1D1 
gcda,rD1h 1
e lr D1hd¯4v
a
 . (2.3.10)
The sum on the right side of (2.3.10) is an incomplete exponential sum and by the classical bounds for
Kloosterman sums ([18],[33], see also [15]), it is P C1a
1~2. Here C1 is an absolute constant. Therefore,
combining (2.3.8), (2.3.9), and using this estimate for (2.3.10), we obtain,
S2 P a
1~2 Q
1Bd4BY3
d4Sv
µd4 Q
1BD1BaX3
D1Sv
gcdd4,D1 1
µD1P a1~2v2 P v1~4, (2.3.11)
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for some  A 0. Combining (2.3.7) with the above estimate on the error term, we prove that for suﬃciently
large v, there exist integers a, b, and c satisfying the visibility, index and similarity conditions. It remains to
show the existence of the integer d satisfying these three conditions. Note that in our proof, the choices of
b and c satisfying bc  v moda imply that there exists an integer d such that ad  bc   v. Moreover, the
choices of a, b, c were such that the visibility conditions involving d are also satisﬁed, and hence we are left
to show that the similarity condition for d, that is, Sd  δºvS @ Cvθ, is satisﬁed. If d   v  bc
a
, then,
Sd  δºvS   Vv  bc
a
 δ
º
vV   Wv  bc  aδºv
a
W . (2.3.12)
Let a   α
º
v K1, b   β
º
v K2, and c   γ
º
v K3, where SK1S, SK2S, SK3SP vθ. Then we have
Tv  bc  aδºvT   Tv  βºv K2γºv K3  δºvαºv K1T
  Tv  vβγ  αδ ºvβK3  γK2  δK1 K2K3T
B Cα,β,γ,δ,θvθ1~2  v2θ. (2.3.13)
Since a A α
º
v and θ @ 1~2, from (2.3.12) and (2.3.13), we obtain,
Sd  δºvS @ Cα,β,γ,δvθ.
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Chapter 3
Ducci Iterates of Visible points in
Convex Regions
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1.2.1
We need some preliminary lemmas before we prove the main theorem.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let
ai
qi
,
ai1
qi1
, . . . ,
aij
qij
be consecutive Farey fractions in FQ. Then
maxqi, qij A Q
j  1
.
Proof. Suppose maxqi, qij B Qj1 and consider the following fractions:
bm  
ai maij
qi mqij
, m   1, . . . , j.
Then
bm  bm1  
aijqi  aiqijqi mqi1qi  m  1qij A 0,
and also qimqij B Q, which gives at least j Farey fractions between
ai
qi
and
aij
qij
, which is a contradiction.
Let X   x1, x2, . . . , xn be a set of real numbers. We denote by xki the i-th element of ψkX . Clearly,
x
k
i is a linear combination of xi, xi1, . . . , xik. The next lemma gives a bound on the coeﬃcients of that
combination.
Lemma 3.1.2. Let x
k
i be given by the linear form L
k
i X    ikQ
j i
c
k
i,j xj. Then for any i   1, . . . , n  k we
have Scki,j S B 2k1, for all j   i, i  1, . . . , i  k.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. For k   1 we have L
1
i X    xi  xi1 or L1i X    xi1  xi so in
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both cases c
1
i,j   1. Suppose Sck1i,j S B 2k2. Then
L
k
i X    SLk1i X  Lk1i1 X S   Sik1Q
j i
c
k1
i,j xj 
ik
Q
j i1
c
k1
i1,j xj S
  Sck1i,i xi  ik1Q
j i1
ck1i,j  ck1i1,j xj  ck1i1,ikxik S.
Thus, c
k
i,i   c
k1
i,i and c
k
i,ik   c
k1
i1,ik, so Scki,i S, Scki,ik S B 2k2. For intermediate indices j   i1, . . . , ik1,
Scki,j S   Sck1i,j  ck1i1,j S B 2k2  2k2   2k1.
Lemma 3.1.3. Let Xj   0, . . . ,0, xj , yj , xj yj ,0, . . . ,0, j   1,2 be two sets starting and ending with n zeros
and satisfying xj C 2
nyj, for j   1,2. Then all the terms of ψ
rXj , j   1,2, are either of the form xj  αyj
or βyj, with 0 B α,β B 2
r, for 0 B r B n. Moreover, the sequences ψrX1 and ψrX2 follow the same pattern
for 0 B r B n, meaning that if the i-th term of ψrX1 is x1  αy1, then the i-th term of ψrX2 is x2  αy2.
Likewise, if the i-th term of ψrX1 is βy1, then the i-th term of ψrX2 is βy2. In particular, this means
that ψnX1 and ψnX2 are similarly ordered.
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. The statement is obviously true for r   0. Suppose both parts of the
claim are true for r  1. Then any term in the r-th Ducci iteration of Xj has one of the following forms with
0 B α1, α2, β1, β2 B 2
r1:
1. Sβ1yj  β2yj S   Sβ1  β2Syj , and 0 B Sβ1  β2S B 2r,
2. Sxj  α1yj  β1yj S   xj  α1  β1yj , and 0 B α1  β1 B 2r,
3. Sxj  α1yj  xj  α2yjS   Sα1  α2Syj , and 0 B Sα1  α2S B 2r.
This proves the ﬁrst statement of the lemma and also shows that it is uniquely determined if a certain term of
ψrXj is of the form xj αyj or βyj . This in turn implies that ψrX1 and ψrX2 are similarly ordered.
Lemma 3.1.4. Let k be a ﬁxed positive integer and a
q
be a ﬁxed proper fraction. Then Q A 2k1q implies
that FQ has the following pattern around
a
q
:
u  ka
v  kq
@  @
u  2a
v  2q
@
u  a
v  q
@
u
v
@
a
q
@
z
w
@
z  a
w  q
@  @
z  ka
w  kq
, (3.1.1)
where w, v > Q  q,Q, w  a¯ mod q and v  a¯ mod q.
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Proof. We prove the lemma only for the right side of a
q
; the argument for the left side is identical. First, if z
w
is the successor of a
q
, then by the basic properties of consecutive Farey fractions, qz  aw   1 and q w A Q,
which implies Q  q @ w B Q and w  a¯ mod q. Next, denote the i-th term to the right of z
w
by zi
wi
, i.e.,
the sequence is a
q
@
z
w
@
z1
w1
@
z2
z2
@ . We prove the lemma by induction on k. For k   1, the condition is
Q A 3q. Now, we know that wSw1  q and 2w A 2Q  q   Q Q  2q A Q  q C w1  q; hence w   w1  q, or
equivalently w1   w  q. By the property of consecutive Farey fractions, z1 is uniquely determined by z,w
and w1. Since z1   z  a satisﬁes z1w  zw  q   1, then z1   z  a. Next, suppose the statement is true for
k  1, i.e., zi   z  ia and wi   w  iq for i   1,2, ..., k  1, and show that Q A 2k  1q implies zk   z  ka and
wk   w  kq. Indeed, we know wk1Swk2 wk. On one hand,
wk1   w  k  1q   w  k  2q  q @ wk2 wk.
On the other hand,
3wk1   3w  k  1q   w  k  2q  2w  2k  1q
A wk2 Q Q  2k  1q A wk2 Q C wk2 wk.
Therefore, 2wk1   wk2 wk, which implies
wk   2wk1 wk2   2w  k  1q  w  k  2q   w  kq.
Again, zk is uniquely determined by zk1, qk1 and wk. Since zk   z  kq satisﬁes zkwk1  zk1wk   1, then
the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let a
q
be a ﬁxed proper fraction and suppose Q C 2k1q2. Let N be the set of 2k2 neighbors
of a
q
in FQ and let A and Q be, respectively, the set of numerators and denominators of the fractions in N .
Then ψkA and ψkQ are similarly ordered.
Proof. Notice that since Q C 2k1q2 C 2k  1q, then by Lemma 3.1.4 N is of the form (3.1.1). One can
explicitly compute ψA and ψQ and see that they are indeed similarly ordered. Hence we will hereafter
assume that k C 2. We also assume for concreteness that u C z; therefore also v C w. The other case is
handled in a similar way. Now the second Ducci iterations of the sets A and Q have the following forms:
A2   ψ2A   0, ...,0´¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¶
k1
, u  2a, u  z, z  2a,0, ...,0´¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¶
k1
,
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Q2   ψ2Q   0, ...,0´¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¶
k1
, v  2q, v w,w  2q,0, ...,0´¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¶
k1
,
and it suﬃces to show that ψk2A2 and ψk2Q2 are similarly ordered. We will prove that A2 and
Q2 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1.3 and that will ﬁnish the proof.
First, we have v A Q  q, so v  2q A Q  3q. On the other hand, w A Q  q, so v w @ q. Thus
v  2q C 2k1q2  3q C 2k1  3q C 2kq C 2kv w,
which is the condition of the lemma for Q2.
Next, u
v
@
a
q
implies u @ a
q
v B a
q
Q. We also see that, u   av1
q
A
a
q
Q  q  1
q
. So the following bounds for u
hold:
a
q
Q  a 
1
q
@ u @
a
q
Q. (3.1.2)
Similarly, a
q
@
z
w
implies z A a
q
w A a
q
Q  q   a
q
Q  a. On the other hand, z   aw1
q
B
a
q
Q  1
q
. Thus
a
q
Q  a @ z B
a
q
Q 
1
q
. (3.1.3)
The bounds (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) imply u  z B a  1 B q. Finally,
u  2a A
a
q
Q  a 
1
q
 2a C
Q
q
 4q C 2k1q  4q C 2kq C 2ku  z,
which is the condition of Lemma 3.1.3 for Q2.
Now we are ready to prove the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. Deﬁne the function Kk   2k1k  12 for k C 0. We show by induction on k that
if Q C 2k1K2k, then ψkA and ψkQ are similarly ordered. The statement is trivially true for k   0,
and the case when k   1 can be proven by elementary arguments. In fact, in these two cases the statement
is true for any value of Q. Indeed, if we assume that ψA and ψQ are not ordered similarly, then there are
three consecutive terms a

q
@
a
q
@
a
q
in FQ such that Sa  aS  Sa  aSSq  qS  Sq  qS @ 0. This means
that Sa  aS Sa aS and Sq  qS Sq  qS have opposite signs. We will show a contradiction in the case whenSaaS SaaS A 0 and SqqS SqqS @ 0; the other case can be done in a similar way. By the basic property
of neighboring Farey fractions, a

q
 
a
q

1
qq
and a

q
 
a
q

1
qq
, so U qa
q

1
q
 aU A Ua  1
q

qa
q
U, hence
Vq  q  1
a
V A Vq  q  1
a
V and Sq  qS @ Sq  qS .
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The only non-trivial case when these two inequalities can hold together is when q  q A 0, q  q @ 0 andSq  qS Sq  qS @ 2
a
, that is when qq @ 2
a
. Now, qq x 0, since otherwise we would have Sq  qS   Sq  qS;
therefore q  q   1, which is possible only if a   1. This further implies that q  aq   1 and aq  a  1   1,
i.e., a  aq   1, which can not be true since q x 1.
Next, we assume that ψk1A and ψk1Q are similarly ordered and show that our choice of Q implies
that ψkA and ψkQ are as well. Suppose the contrary holds: assume the similarity of ψkA and ψkQ
is violated at the i-th position, i.e., a
k
i1  a
k
i and q
k
i1  q
k
i have opposite signs. This means that
Uaki1  aki   tqki1  qki U A 1, (3.1.4)
for any t A 0. Let qj   minqi, qi1, . . . , qik1 and take t   ajqj . If we had qj B Kk, then by Lemma
3.1.5 ψkA and ψkQ would be similarly ordered. Thus, we should have qj A Kk. Now, for all r  
i, i  1, . . . , i  k  1, Var
qr
 tV   War
qr

aj
qj
W B ikQ
l i
Val
ql

al1
ql1
V B ikQ
l i
1
qlql1
.
For each l   i, i  1, . . . , i  k we have minql, ql1 C Q2 and maxql, ql1 C qj . Hence
Var
qr
 tV B 2k  1
qjQ
,
which implies Sar  tqr S B 2k1qj for all r   i, i  1, . . . , i  k  1. Recall that aki   Uak1i1  ak1i U and qki  Uqk1i1  qk1i U. Suppose the values of ak1i and ak1i1 are computed in terms of elements of A by the
linear forms L
k1
i and L
k1
i1 , respectively:
a
k1
i   L
k1
i A   ik1Q
r i
ci,rar, a
k1
i1   L
k1
i1 A   ikQ
r i1
di,rar.
The induction hypothesis implies that the linear forms for q
k1
i and q
k1
i1 should have the same coeﬃcients
as those for a
k1
i and a
k1
i1 , that is
q
k1
i   L
k1
i Q   ik1Q
r i
ci,rqr, q
k1
i1   L
k1
i1 Q   ikQ
r i1
di,rqr.
Moreover, ψk1A and ψk1Q being similarly ordered implies that ak1i1  a
k1
i and q
k1
i1  q
k1
i are
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of the same sign. Then,
Uaki  tqki U   USak1i1  ak1i S  tSqk1i1  qk1i SU
  Uak1i1  ak1i   tqk1i1  qk1i U
  Uak1i1  tqk1i1   ak1i  tqk1i U
  W ikQ
r i1
di,rar  tqr  ik1Q
r i
ci,rar  tqrW .
Now, by Lemma 3.1.2, Sdi,r S, Sci,r S B 2k2 for all r   i, i  1, . . . , i  k, and hence
Uaki  tqki U B 2k  12k2 2k  1qj   2kk  12qj .
By the same argument this bound holds for Uaki1  tqki1U as well. Hence,
Uaki1  aki   tqki1  qki U B Uaki1  tqki1U  Uaki  tqki U
B
2k1k  12
qj
@ 1,
which contradicts (3.1.4). This completes the proof.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2.2
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2.2, which proceeds along the same line as that of Theorem
1.2.1. One needs to prove the analogs of Lemmas 3.1.1 - 3.1.5 and then proceed as in the proof of Theorem
1.2.1. Notice that all these lemmas except Lemma 3.1.4 can be generalized easily in this setting. We are
only left to prove the analog of Lemma 3.1.4, which will be shown in this section by geometrical arguments.
We need several auxiliary results leading up to it. In the following lemmas DrP  is used to denote the disk
of radius r centered at the point P .
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Ω ` R2 be an open, bounded, convex region with a piecewise smooth boundary and
containing the origin O. Then there exist numbers  and h satisfying the following property: if ρ is a ray
starting at the origin and intersecting the boundary of Ω at the point B, and P and N are the interiors of
the angles at B of size 2 with the bisectors coinciding with positive and negative directions of ρ, respectively,
then there exist h and  such that
N 9DhB ` Ω and P 9Ω   g.
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
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B
ρ
N
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the regions N and P.
Proof. Let the numbers R and r be such that Ω ` DRO and D2rO ` Ω. We will show that    arcsin rR
and h   r satisfy the statement of the lemma. Indeed, let BT1 and BT2 be the tangent lines to the circle
of radius r centered at O and denote θ   T1BO. Since Ω is convex, then the open triangle QBT1T2 ` Ω.
Moreover, since SBOS C 2r, then Nθ 9DrB `QBT1T2. Finally, since sin θ   rSBOS C rR   sin , then N ` Nθ.
Therefore, N 9DrB ` Ω. To show the second part we again use the fact that sin θ C sin , which implies
that P ` Pθ so it is enough to show that Pθ 9 Ω   g. Suppose the contrary holds: assume there exists
a point P > P 9 Ω
c. Then by convexity of Ω the line segments PT1 and PT2 lie in Ω. In particular, the
points Q1   PT1 9 T2B and Q2   PT2 9 T1B are in Ω. Therefore the line segment Q1Q2 ` Ω so the point
Q   Q1Q2 9 ρ belongs to Ω as well. However Q is on the continuation of the line segment OB which is a
contradiction with the fact that B is a boundary point.
Remark 3.2.2. It can be seen from the proof of Lemma 3.2.1 that if  and h are the constants for the region
Ω, then one can take  and xh as the constants for xΩ.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let Ω ` R2 be a convex region and let A1   a1, q1,A2   a2, q2 > Ω be consecutive points
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Figure 3.2: Picture for the proof of Lemma 3.2.1.
of FΩ. Then
det

a2 a1
q2 q1
   1.
Proof. We apply Pick's theorem for the triangle OA1A2. There are no lattice points on the sides OA1 and
OA2 since the points A1 and A2 are visible, and there are no lattice points on the side A1A2 and in the
interior of the triangle since A1 and A2 are consecutive in FΩ. Therefore AreaQOA1A2   32  1   12 , and
the lemma follows from
det

a2 a1
q2 q1
   2 AreaQOA1A2.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let Ω ` R2 be a convex region and let a1, q1, q2, a2, q3, a3 > Ω be consecutive points of
FΩ. Then q3, a3   q1, a1  tq2, a2 for some integer t.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.3 we have det

a2 a1
q2 q1
   1 and det

a3 a2
q3 q2
   1. These two imply that det

a3  a1 a2
q3  q1 q2
  
0, which means that the ﬁrst column is a multiple of the second, i.e., q3q1, a3a1   tq2, a2. Now we are
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left to show that t is an integer. If not, then t 
tq2, a2 is a lattice point on the line segment connecting
the origin to q2, a2, contradicting the visibility of q2, a2.
Now we are ready to prove the analog of Lemma 3.1.4 and thus complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.2.
Lemma 3.2.5 (Analog of Lemma 3.1.4). Let k be a ﬁxed positive integer and let q, a be a visible point in
the plane. Let Ω ` R2 be an open, bounded, convex region with a piecewise smooth boundary and containing
the origin O. Then there exists a number x0q,Ω so that for any x A x0 the k  1 predecessors and k  1
successors of q, a in FxΩ are of the following form:
v  kq, v  ka, . . . , v  q, u  a, v, u, q, a, w, z, w  q, z  a, . . . , w  kq, z  ka.
Proof. We will again prove the lemma only for the successors of q, a, since the proof for the other part is
almost identical. Let w, z be the successor of q, a in FxΩ. Then the point q, a  w, z is outside xΩ,
since its argument is between the arguments of q, a and z,w. This means that Yw, zY  ª as x  ª.
Therefore we can choose x0 so that x A x0 implies
2Yq, aYYw, zY  2k  2Yq, aY @ sin ,
k  1Yq, aY @ h, (3.2.1)
Yw, zY C k  2Yq, aY,
where  and h are the constant of Lemma 3.2.1 for the region xΩ. Note that we use the remark of Lemma
3.2.1 for the second inequality of (3.2.1). Denote the i-th successor of w, z by wi, zi, i.e., we have
the sequence ordered as q, a, w, z, w1, z1, . . . , wk, zk. We prove by induction on k that the lemma
holds true with a value of x0 for which the conditions (3.2.1) are satisﬁed. Since the reasoning here is
mostly geometrical it is convenient to make some notations. Denote the points M   q, a,A   w, z
and Ai   w, z  iq, a for i   1, . . . , k. Also, denote D   q, a  2w, z,C   q, a  w, z and let
B be the point of intersection of the line segment AC with the boundary of Ω (see the picture below).
For k   1 by Lemma 3.2.4 we know w1, z1 is of the form q, a  tw, z for some integer t (dashed line
on the picture). We will show that the point corresponding to t   1 is inside and the one corresponding
to t   2 is outside Ω, and that will prove that w1, z1   A1. Since YA1BY B YA1CY   2Yq, aY @ h, and
sinOBA1 @ sinOAA1   2 AreaQOAA1YAOY YAA1Y   1Yw,zY Yq,aY B sin , then by Lemma 3.2.1 A1 is inside Ω.
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q, a
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B
Cw  q, z  a
D2w  q,2z  a
E
A1
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the points A1   w  q, z  a and D   2w  q,2z  a.
Next, let E be a point on the continuation of the ray OB. Then
DBE   pi OBD,
sinOBD   2 AreaQOBDYOBY   YBDY B 1YOBY   YBDY .
Now, two sides of QADC are ÑAC   q, a and ÑAD   w  q, z  a so AreaQDCA   1
2
. Moreover,
YOBY A YOAY  YABY C Yw, zY  YABY C Yw, zY  Yq, aY C Yq, aY,
YDBY A YDAY  YABY C Yw  q, z  aY  YABY C Yw, zY  2Yq, aY,
thus
sinDBE   sinOBD B 1Yq, aYYw, zY  2Yq, aY @ sin .
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2.1 the point D is outside Ω. Next, suppose the statement is true for k  1, i.e.,wi, zi   wiq, zai for i   1, . . . , k1 and show that the conditions (3.2.1) imply wk, zk   wkq, zak.
By Lemma 3.2.4 we have wk, zk   wk2, zk2  twk1, zk1 for some integer t. We will show that the
point corresponding to t   2 (which is Ak) is inside and the one corresponding to t   3 is outside Ω and that
will prove the statement. Since YAkBY @ YAkCY   k  1Yq, aY @ h and sinOBAk @ sinOAAk  
k
Yw,zY Ykq,aY @ sin , then by Lemma 3.2.1 Ak is inside Ω. Next, let F be the point corresponding to t   3,
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the k successors of the point A   w, z.
i.e., 2w  2k  1q,2z  2k  1z. Then
sinFBE   sinFBO @ 2 AreaQFBOYOBYYBF Y ,
YOBY C Yw, zY  Yq, aY C k  1Yq, aY,
YBF Y C YAF Y  YABY C Yw  2k  1q, z  2k  1aY  Yq, aY C Yw, zY  2k  2Yq, aY.
Moreover, AreaQFBO B 2k  1 1
2
  k  1. Thus
sinFBE B 2k  1k  1Yq, aYYw, zY  2k  2Yq, aY @ sin .
Therefore by Lemma 3.2.1 the point F is outside Ω.
3.3 Statistics of generalized index of Farey sequence
In this section, we focus on the distribution of the generalized index ν
k
j γi deﬁned by (1.2.2). First we give
a relation between ν
k
1 γi and ν2γi. To do this, we will need the patterns of pairs of ν2γi, ν2γi1.
To simplify notation, we use νi for the index of γi from [20], which is the same as ν2γi in [23].
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Lemma 3.3.1. If νi   r and νi1   t are indices of two consecutive Farey fractions, then the possible
combinations of r, t are as follows:
r   1, t C 2,
r   2, t   1,2,3,
r   3,4, t   1,2,
r C 5, t   1.
Proof. If νi   1, then qi1   qi qi1, and qi2   νi1qi1 qi   νi1qi1 qi1 qi1   νi1 1qi1 qi1, which
implies that νi1 C 2. If νi   r C 2 and νi1   t, then
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
r B qi1Q
qi
@ r  1
t B qiQ
rqiqi1
@ t  1
, (3.3.1)
which implies that
qi
qi1
>  t  2t  1r  1 , t  1tr  2	 9  2r  1 , 2r  1 .
To guarantee the intersection is non empty, it is equivalent to
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
t2
t1r1 @
2
r1
,
t1
tr2
A
2
r1
,
which means 0 @ t @ 1  6
r1
. If r C 7, then we have t   1. In the cases when r   6, t   2 or r   5, t   2, we see
that the system (3.3.1) has no solutions. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 3.3.2. We have ν
1
1 γi1   ν2γi1  2, where νk1 γi1 is given by (1.2.2).
Proof. Note that from the deﬁnition
ν
k
1 γi   akij1qki1  aki1qkij1   det
a
k
i1 a
k
ij1
q
k
i1 q
k
ij1
 ,
which means
ν
1
1 γi1   det
Sai  ai1S Sai1  ai2SSqi  qi1S Sqi1  qi2S
 .
Each pair of consecutive denominators qi, qi1 corresponds to an integer lattice point x, y with xy A Q.
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Moreover, the quantity 
xQ
y
 gives the index of the fraction ai1
qi1
. So the region
ΩkQ   x, y  x  y A Q,k B x Q
y
@ k  1 (3.3.2)
corresponds to fractions with index k. Also note that in this region
2
k  1
@
y
x
B
2
k  1
.
Next, the condition qi  qi1qi1  qi2 A 0 holds if the point x, y is in the region
DkQ   x, y  x  yx  k  1y A 0, (3.3.3)
which does not intersect ΩkQ as long as k C 3. Therefore, for ν2γi1 C 3, we have qiqi1qi1qi2 @ 0,
which gives
ν
1
1 γi1   det
ai1  ai ai1  ai2
qi1  qi qi1  qi2
   ν2γi1  2.
For ν2γi1   1, we have qi1 A qi and
det

a
1
i a
1
i1
q
1
i q
1
i1
   det

ai1  ai ai
qi1  qi qi
   1   ν2γi1  2.
For ν2γi1   2,
det

a
1
i a
1
i1
q
1
i q
1
i1
   det

ai  ai1 ai1  ai
qi  qi1 qi1  qi
   0   ν2γi1  2.
This completes the proof.
Next we consider ν
2
1 γi1. We ﬁrst give formulae for a2i and q2i .
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Lemma 3.3.3. The following is true for a
2
i and q
2
i :
q
2
i  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
0, if νi1   2,S2qi  νi1qi1S, if νi1 ~  2,
 
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
qi1  2qi, if νi1   1,
qi1
qi
C 2,
qi1  2qi, if νi1   1,
qi1
qi
>  1,2,
0, if νi1   2,
νi1qi1  2qi, if νi1 C 3,
qi1
qi
>   2
νi1
, 2
νi11
,
2qi  νi1qi1, if νi1 C 3,
qi1
qi
>   2
νi11
, 2
νi1
,
a
2
i  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
0, if νi1   2,S2ai  νi1ai1S, if νi1 ~  2,
 
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
ai1  2ai, if νi1   1,
qi1
qi
C 2,
ai1  2ai, if νi1   1,
qi1
qi
>  1,2,
0, if νi1   2,
νi1ai1  2ai, if νi1 C 3,
qi1
qi
>   2
νi1
, 2
νi11
,
2ai  νi1ai1, if νi1 C 3,
qi1
qi
>   2
νi11
, 2
νi1
.
Proof. Since the sequence starting from qi is of the form qi, qi1, νi1qi1  qi, then after the ﬁrst iteration,
we get Sqi1  qiS, Sνi1  1qi1  qiS. If νi1   1, then
Sqi1  qiS   qi1  qi, Sνi1  1qi1  qiS   qi
. If νi1   2, then it is easy to see that q
2
i   0. If νi1 A 2, then we have
Sqi1  qiS   qi  qi1, Sνi1  1qi1  qiS   νi1  1qi1  qi.
The proof of the second formula follows from the fact that a
1
i 's and q
1
i 's are similarly ordered for any
Q.
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Lemma 3.3.4. The following formula is true for ν
2
1 γi1:
ν
2
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
0, if νi1  2νi2  2   0,
νi2  4, if νi1   1, νi2 C 3 and  qi1qi  νi2νi22 qi1qi  2 C 0,
νi2  4, if νi1   1, νi2 C 3 and  qi1qi  νi2νi22 qi1qi  2 @ 0,
νi1  4, if νi1 C 3, νi2   1 and  qi1qi  1νi12 qi1qi  2νi1  C 0,
νi1  4, if νi1 C 3, νi2   1 and  qi1qi  1νi12 qi1qi  2νi1  @ 0.
Proof. If νi1   2, or νi2   2, then q
2
i   0 and a
2
i   0 or q
2
i1   0 and a
2
i1   0, which gives
det

a
2
i a
2
i1
q
2
i q
2
i1
   0.
If νi1 ~  2 and νi2 ~  2, then from Lemma 3.3.3,
det

a
2
i a
2
i1
q
2
i q
2
i1
   det

S2ai  νi1ai1S S2ai1  νi2ai2SS2qi  νi1qi1S S2qi1  νi2qi2S

  det

S2ai  νi1ai1S Sνi2ai  νi1νi2  2ai1SS2qi  νi1qi1S Sνi2qi  νi1νi2  2qi1S
 .
If νi1   1, νi2 C 3, then the above simpliﬁes to
det

a
2
i a
2
i1
q
2
i q
2
i1
   det

S2ai  ai1S Sνi2ai  νi2  2ai1SS2qi  qi1S Sνi2qi  νi2  2qi1S

 
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
νi2  4, if  qi1qi  νi2νi22 qi1qi  2 C 0,
νi2  4, if  qi1qi  νi2νi22 qi1qi  2 @ 0.
If νi2   1, νi1 C 3, then
det

a
2
i a
2
i1
q
2
i q
2
i1
   det

S2ai  νi1ai1S Sai  νi1  2ai1SS2qi  νi1qi1S Sqi  νi1  2qi1S

 
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
νi1  4, if  qi1qi  1νi12 qi1qi  2νi1  C 0,
νi1  4, if  qi1qi  1νi12 qi1qi  2νi1  @ 0.
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Note that by Lemma 3.3.1 this formula covers all cases.
In the rest of the section, we consider the distribution of the values of the quantity ν
k
j γi1  
det

a
k
i a
k
ij
q
k
i q
k
ij
. We deﬁne
Pk,jt,Q   1
NQ#i B NQ  k  1  νkj γi1   t , (3.3.4)
as the frequency of ν
k
j admitting the value t. We are going to prove that the limiting distribution of
Pk,jt,Q exists as Q   ª, and give the explicit formulae for j   1, k B 2. We need to understand the
frequencies of consecutive indices of a Farey sequence.
Lemma 3.3.5. Let Ω `  0,R1  0,R2 be a region in R2 with rectiﬁable boundary ∂Ω, and let g  Ω  R be
a C1 function on Ω. If R CminR1,R2, then we have
Q
a,b>Ω9Z2vis
ga, b   6
pi2
U
Ω
gx, ydxdy OSSDgSSª AreaΩ logR
O SSgSSª R  AreaΩ
R
 length∂Ω logR ,
where Z2vis is the set of visible points in Z2.
Proof. This is Lemma 2.1 in [12].
Lemma 3.3.6. If c > 0,1, then
#γ > FQ  γ B c   #q1, q2  1Bq1,q2BQ,q1q2AQ,gcdq1,q2 1,
§0Ba1@q1,0Ba2@q2,s.t. a2q1a1q2 1,a2~q2Bc 
Proof. This is Corollary 1.2 in [10].
Lemma 3.3.7. Let PQr, t be the probability of r, t appearing as a pair of consecutive indices in the Farey
sequence FQ, and let P r, t be the limit of PQr, t as Q   ª. Then P 1,2   P 2,1   P 2,3   115 ,
P 1,3   P 3,1   8
105
, P 1,4   P 4,1   2
35
, P 2,2   1
5
, P 3,2   2
35
, P 4,2   1
105
and
P r, t   ¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
8
tt1t2 , r   1, t C 5,
8
rr1r2 , r C 5, t   1.
Proof. From Lemma 3.3.6, we see that FQ corresponds to visible points in the triangle deﬁned by the points
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0,Q, Q,0, Q,Q. From (3.3.2), we see that
#γ > FQ   #qi1, qi  1 B qi1, qi B Q, qi1  qi A Q,gcdqi1, qi   1.
Applying Lemma 3.3.5, we have NQ   3
pi2
Q2 OQ logQ. The condition νi   r and νi1   t is given by
(3.3.1). Thus
#γi > FQ  νi   r, νi1   t
  #qi1, qi  1Bqi1,qiBQ,qi1qiAQ,gcdqi1,qi 1,rB qi1Qqi @r1,tB qiQrqiqi1 @t1   .
If we deﬁne the region
Rr, t   x, y  0Bx,yB1,xyA1,rB x1y @r1,tB y1ryx@t1 , (3.3.5)
Then from Lemma 3.3.5,
#γi > FQ  νi   r, νi1   t   6Q2
pi2
AreaRr, t OQ logQ,
which gives
P r, t   2 AreaRr, t.
Now, the problem is reduced to computing the areas of Rk, t.
R1,2 is the triangle with vertices 0,0,1
5
,
4
5
 ,1
3
,1 ,
so the area is 1
30
. R1,3 is the quadrilateral with vertices
1
5
,
4
5
 ,2
7
,
5
7
 ,1
2
,1 ,1
3
,1 ,
so the area is 4
105
. For t C 5, R1, t is the quadrilateral with vertices
 t  3
t  1
,
t  2
t  1
 , t  2
t  2
,
t  3
t  2
 , t  1
t  1
,1 , t  2
t
,1 ,
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which has area 4
tt1t2 . Similarly, for r C 5, Rr,1 is the quadrilateral with vertices
r  1
r  1
,
2
r  1
 , r
r  2
,
2
r  2
 ,1, 2
r  1
 ,1, 2
r
 ,
which has area 4
rr1r2 . Next, R2,1 is the triangle with vertices
1
3
,
2
3
 ,2
5
,
3
5
 , 1,1 ,
which has area 1
30
. R2,2 is the quadrilateral with vertices
2
5
,
3
5
 ,1
2
,
1
2
 ,1, 4
5
 , 1,1 ,
which has area 1
10
. R2,3 is the triangle with vertices
1
2
,
1
2
 ,1, 2
3
 ,1, 4
5
 ,
which has area 1
30
. R3,1 is the quadrilateral with vertices
1
2
,
1
2
 ,4
7
,
3
7
 ,1, 3
5
 ,1, 2
3
 ,
which has area 4
105
. R3,2 corresponds to the quadrilateral with vertices
4
7
,
3
7
 ,3
5
,
2
5
 ,1, 1
2
 ,1, 3
5
 ,
which has area 1
35
. R4,1 corresponds to the quadrilateral with vertices
3
5
,
2
5
 ,2
3
,
1
3
 ,1, 3
7
 ,1, 1
2
 ,
which has area 1
35
. Finally, R4,2 corresponds to the triangle with vertices
2
3
,
1
3
 ,1, 2
5
 ,1, 3
7
 ,
which has area 1
210
.
Finally, we are able to provide the values of limiting probabilities for some particular values of k, j and t.
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Theorem 3.3.8. We have the following limits:
lim
Q ª
P0,11,Q   1, (3.3.6)
lim
Q ª
P1,11,Q   1
3
, (3.3.7)
lim
Q ª
P1,1t,Q   8t  2t  3t  4 , t C 0, (3.3.8)
lim
Q ª
P2,1t,Q  
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤
61
105
, if t   0,
1
14
, if t   1,
11
70
, if t   1,
8
StS4StS5StS6 , if StS C 2,
(3.3.9)
where Pk,jt,Q is deﬁned by (3.3.4).
Proof. For k   0, we have ν
0
1 γi1   det
ai ai1
qi qi1
   1, so (3.3.6) holds trivially.
For k   1, by Lemma 3.3.2, ν
1
1 γi1   ν2γi1  2; thus (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) follow from Lemma 3.3.7. For
k   2, by Lemma 3.3.4, we have
ν
2
1 γi1   0
if and only if νi1  2νi2  2νi1  4νi2  4   0. Thus by Lemma 3.3.7,
lim
Q ª
P2,10,Q   P 1,2  P 2,1  P 2,2  P 2,3  P 3,2  P 1,4  P 4,1  P 4,2
 
1
15

1
15

1
5

1
15

2
35

2
35

2
35

1
105
 
61
105
.
If νi1   1, νi2   3, then
ν
2
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
1, if qi1
qi
C 3,
1, if 2 B qi1
qi
B 3.
The ﬁrst case corresponds to the triangle with vertices
1
5
,
4
5
 ,1
4
,
3
4
 ,1
3
,1 ,
the area of which is 1
120
and the second case corresponds to the quadrilateral with vertices
1
4
,
3
4
 ,1
3
,1 ,1
2
,1 ,2
7
,
5
7
 ,
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the area of which is 5
168
.
If νi1   1, νi2   r, r C 5, then
ν
2
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
r  4, if qi1
qi
B
r
r2
,
r  4, if r
r2
B
qi1
qi
B 2.
The ﬁrst case corresponds to the triangle with vertices
r  2
r  2
,
r
r  2
 ,r  1
r  1
,1 ,r  2
r
,1 ,
with area 2
rr1r2 . The second case corresponds to the triangle with vertices
r  3
r  1
,
r  1
r  1
 ,r  2
r  2
,
r
r  2
 ,r  2
r
,1 ,
with area 2
rr1r2 .
If νi1   3, νi2   1, then
ν
2
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
1, if qi1
qi
B
2
3
,
1, if 2
3
B
qi1
qi
B 1.
The ﬁrst case corresponds to the triangle with vertices
3
4
,
1
2
 ,1, 3
5
 ,1, 2
3
 ,
whose area is 1
120
. The second region is the quadrilateral
1
2
,
1
2
 ,4
7
,
3
7
 ,3
4
,
1
2
 ,1, 2
3
 ,
whose area is 5
168
. If νi1   r, νi2   1, r C 4, then
ν
2
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
r  4, if qi1
qi
B
2
r
,
r  4, if qi1
qi
C
2
r
.
The ﬁrst case corresponds to the triangle with vertices
 r
r  2
,
2
r  2
 ,1, 2
r  1
 ,1, 2
r
 ,
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the area of which is 2
rr1r2 . The second case corresponds to the triangle with vertices
r  1
r  1
,
2
r  1
 , r
r  2
,
2
r  2
 ,1, 2
r
 ,
the area of which is 2
rr1r2 . The case det   1 comes from the pairs 1,3, 3,1, 5,1 and 1,5 which
give a total area of 1
120

1
120

1
105

1
105
 
1
28
. The case det   1 comes from 1,3, 3,1, 5,1 or 1,5 which
give a total area of 5
168

5
168

1
105

1
105
 
11
140
. Thus (3.3.9) follows from the fact that the Farey sequence
corresponds to the triangle 0,1, 1,0, 1,1 with area 1
2
.
Theorem 3.3.9. If t C 223, then
lim
Q ª
P3,1t,Q   8t  4t  5t  6 , (3.3.10)
lim
Q ª
P3,1t,Q   16t  4t  5t  6 . (3.3.11)
Proof. From Lemma 1 in [7], we know that if νi1 C 9, then νi   νi2   1 and νi1   νi3   2. This allows
us to compute the probability of large values of ν
3
1 γi. If r C 9, then there are three cases for the tripleνi1, νi2, νi3. We ﬁrst give the probabilities of such triples' appearance. The probability of qi, qi1 > F2Q
such that νi1, νi2, νi3   2,1, r corresponds to the region deﬁned by
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤¨
2 B x1
y
@ 3
1 B y1
2yx
@ 2
r B 2yx1
yx
B r  1
,
which is a quadrilateral with vertices  r5
r1
, r3
r1
,  r4
r2
, r2
r2
,  r3
r1
, r1
r1
,  r4
r
, r2
r
 with area 4
rr1r2 .
The probability of qi, qi1 > F2Q such that νi1, νi2, νi3   1, r,1 corresponds to the region deﬁned
by ¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤¨
1 B x1
y
@ 2
r B y1
yx
B r  1
1 B yx1r1yrx @ r  1
,
which is a quadrilateral with vertices  r3
r1
, r1
r1
,  r2
r2
, r
r2
,  r1
r1
,1,  r2
r
,1 which has area 4
rr1r2 .
The probability of qi, qi1 > F2Q such that νi1, νi2, νi3   r,1,2 corresponds to the region deﬁned
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by ¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤¨
r B x1
y
@ r  1
1 B y1
ryx
B 2
2 B ryx1r1yx @ 3
,
which is a quadrilateral with vertices  r1
r1
, 2
r1
,  r
r2
, 2
r2
, 1, 2
r1
, 1, 2
r
, with area 4
rr1r2 .
Now we consider the value of ν
3
1 γi1 in each of the three cases above.
If νi1   r, νi2   1, νi3   2, then
ν
3
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
r  4, if 2
r2
B
qi1
qi
B
2
r
,
r  4, if 2
r
B
qi1
qi
B
2
r1
,
and both of them have probability 4
rr1r2 .
If νi1   2, νi2   1, νi3   r, then
ν
3
1 γi1  
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
r  4, if r2
r4
B
qi1
qi
B
2
r1
,
r  4, if 2
r1
B
qi1
qi
B
r2
r4
,
and both of them have probability 4
rr1r2 .
If νi1   1, νi2   r, νi3   1, then
ν
3
1 γi1   r  4,
and this has probability 8
kk1k2 .
To compute ν
3
1 γi1, we need γi, γi1, νi1, νi2, νi3. If νi1, νi2, νi3 B 8, then
Sν31 γiS B 2   4νi1νi2νi32 B 223.
Thus, if ν
3
1 γi1   t, for some StS A 223, there must exist j > i  1, i  2, i  3 such that νj C 9, which will
be in one of the three cases discussed above. Thus the theorem follows by combining all three cases.
Note that the bound for t is not optimal, and numerical computations suggest that the formula holds
when t C 5.
Next we show the existence of limQ ª Pk,jn,Q. First we note that there is an algebraic relation between
νjγi and ν2γt, where t   i, . . . , i  j  2.
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Lemma 3.3.10. For any γi > FQ,
νjγi   2j  1
2
Kj1ν2γi, ν2γi1, . . . , 1j1ν2γij2,
where   
2
 is the Kronecker symbol and Kjx1, . . . , xj are known as the convergent polynomials (continuant
polynomials), and they appear in the study of continued fractions (see [19], Section 6.7). In fact, these
polynomials are deﬁned inductively by Kjx1, . . . , xj   xjKj1x1, . . . , xj1 Kj2x1, . . . , xj2, K0    1
and K1x   x.
Proof. This is Theorem 1 in [23].
Theorem 3.3.11. For any k, j, n, limQ ª Pk,jn,Q exists.
Proof. For any k, we know that q
k
i   Pkr 0 ci,rqir is a linear form. Replacing qir   νir1qir1  qir2,
we can see that q
k
i   gk,iqi, qi1, νi1, . . . , νik   λqi,qi1Ñvkqi  ηqi,qi1Ñvkqi1, which is linear in qi and
qi1 for a ﬁxed k-tuple νi1, νi2, . . . , νik. Next, given a k-tuple, depending on qi1qi , there are at most
2k2 choices for λ and η. Similarly, q
k
ij   g˜kj,iqi, qi1, νij1, . . . , νijk   λ˜qi,qi1Ñvkqi  η˜qi,qi1Ñvkqij1.
Thus, for a ﬁxed kj tuple Ñv   ν1, . . . , νkj, there are at most 2k2 lines αsÑvxβsÑvy   0, s B 2k2 that
divide the region Rν1, u deﬁned in (3.3.5) into at most 2k2  1 parts, such that νkj γi1 is a constant
on each region. Denote these regions by RsÑv, s B 2k2  1, and let the constant be fÑv, s. Then givenÑv > Zkj , there exists a unique index sqi,qi1 such that  qiQ , qi1Q  >Rsqi,qi1 Ñv. Thus
Pk,jn,Q   1
NQ QÑv>ZkQs Q qiQ , qi1Q >RsÑv
gcdqi,qi1 1
1fÑv, s   n
 
6Q2
pi2NQ QÑv>ZkQs 1fÑv, s   n U
RsÑv
1dxdy O  logQ
Q

  2 Q
Ñv>Zk
Q
s
1fÑv, s   n U
RsÑv
1dxdy O  logQ
Q
 .
Since for a given n, there are ﬁnitely many Ñv and s such that fÑv, s   n, then limQ ª Pk,jn,Q exists.
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3.4 Statistics of generalized index of visible points in convex
region
In this section we generalize the statistics of ν
k
j γi1   det
a
k
i a
k
ij
q
k
i q
k
ij
, where qi, ai belongs to a
convex region Ω with rectiﬁable boundary. Let
Pk,j,Ωt,Q   1
NΩQ#
¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤i B NΩQ  k  1  ν
k
j qi1, ai1   det
a
k
i a
k
ij
q
k
i q
k
ij
   t
£¨¨¨¨§¨¨¨¨¥ ,
where qi, ai is the i-visible point in the region QΩ, qki , aki  is obtained from k iterations of ψ and NΩQ
is the number of visible points in QΩ. First we consider a convex region Tα,β,Q bounded by y   x tanα,
y   x tanβ and y   Q, where 0 B α @ β @ pi
2
and x, y C 0. From Lemma 3.3.5, we know that there are
approximately Q
2cotαcotβ
2ζ2 visible points in Tα,β,Q. In fact, the visible points in Tα,β,Q correspond to the
Farey fractions with denominators B Q which belong to the interval  cotβ, cotα. By Lemma 3.3.6, we see
that
#γ > FQ  γ B cotα   #q1, q2  1Bq1,q2BQ,q1q2AQ,gcdq1,q2 1,
§0Ba1@q1,0Ba2@q2,s.t. a2q1a1q2 1,a2~q2Bcotα 
 
Q
Q
q2 1
Q
0@a2Bq2 cotα
Q
Qq2@q1BQ
gcdq1,q2 1
1q1a2  1 mod q2.
We will show the existence of limQ ª Pk,j,Tα,β,1n,Q for any ﬁxed k, j, n. To prove this, we need the
following lemma which is closely related to Kloosterman sum results, proved by Estermann in [18], using
Weil's estimates of exponential sums over prime ﬁelds (see [33]).
Lemma 3.4.1. If I1 and I2 are subintervals of  1, q, then
#x, y > I1  I2  xy   1 mod q   ϕq
q2
SI1SSI2S O Łσ0qσ 1
2
qq 12 log2 q ,
where σcn   PdSn dc and ϕn   PdBn,gcdd,n 1 1 is the Euler Phi function.
Proof. This is Lemma 1.7 in [10], which employs incomplete Kloosterman sums to estimate the error term.
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Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose f is piecewise C1 on  a, b, Then
Q
aBkBb
gcdk,d 1
fk   ϕq
q
S
b
a
f O σ0qSSf SSª  S b
a
Sf S , (3.4.1)
Q
aBkBb
ϕk
k
fk   1
ζ2 S ba f O log bSSf SSª  S ba Sf S . (3.4.2)
Proof. These are Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in [10].
Lemma 3.4.3. For any k, j, n, limQ ª Pk,j,Tα,β,1t,Q   ρk,jt, exists, where ρk,jt is a piecewise smooth
function.
Proof. By the Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.2,
#γ > FQ  γ B cotα   #q1, q2  1Bq1,q2BQ,q1q2AQ,gcdq1,q2 1,
§0Ba1@q1,0Ba2@q2,s.t. a2q1a1q2 1,a2~q2Bcotα 
 
Q
Q
q2 1
Q
0@a2Bq2 cotα
Q
Qq2@q1BQ
gcdq1,q2 1
1q1a2  1 mod q2
 
Q
Q
q 1
ϕq
q2
q2 cotα O Łσ0qσ 1
2
qq 12 log2 q
 
cotα
2ζ2Q2 OQ logQ  QQq 1 ŁO Łσ0qσ 12 qq 12 log2 q
 
cotα
2ζ2Q2 O Łσ0Qσ 12 QQ 32 log2Q .
This also shows that
#γ > FQ  cotβ B γ B cotα   cotα  cotβ
2ζ2 Q2 O Łσ0Qσ 12 QQ 32 log2Q .
We now prove the existence of limQ ª Pk,j,Tα,β,1n,Q. From the proof of Theorem 3.3.11, we see that for
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a ﬁxed Ñv > Zk and s, for any Ł qi
Q
, qi1
Q
 >RsÑv, νkj qi1, ai1 is a constant denoted byfÑv, s. Also,
#
¢¨¨¦¨¨¤q1, q2 
1Bq1,q2BQ,q1q2AQ,gcdq1,q2 1,
§0Ba1@q1,0Ba2@q2,s.t. a2q1a1q2 1,a2~q2Bcotα
 qiQ , qi1Q >RsÑv
£¨¨§¨¨¥
 
Q
Q
q2 1
Q
0@a2Bcotαq2
Q
Qq2@q1BQ
gcdq1,q2 1
 qiQ , qi1Q >RsÑv
1q1a2  1 mod q2
  cotα
Q
Q
q 1
ϕq
q
fRsÑvqQ O Łσ0qσ 12 qq 12 log2 q
 
cotαQ
ζ2 S Q1 fRsÑvqdq OQ logQ  QQq 1 ŁO Łσ0qσ 12 qq 12 log2 q
 
cotα
ζ2Q2 U
RsÑv
1 O Łσ0Qσ 1
2
QQ 32 log2Q ,
where fRsÑvq is the length of the line segment of 1  q~Q,1 9RsÑv. Thus,
Pk,j,Tα,β,1n,Q   1NTα,β,1Q QÑv>ZkQs Q qiQ , qi1Q >RsÑv9Tα,β,1
gcdqi,qi1 1
1fÑv, s   n
 
6Q2cotα  cotβ
pi2NQcotα  cotβ QÑv>ZkQs 1fÑv, s   n U
RsÑv
1 O Łσ0Qσ 1
2
QQ 12 log2Q
  2 Q
Ñv>Zk
Q
s
1fÑv, s   n U
RsÑv
1 O Łσ0Qσ 1
2
QQ 12 log2Q ,
which proves the existence of limQ ª Pk,j,Tα,β,1n,Q for ﬁxed k, j, n. We also see that the limit is indepen-
dent of α,β, which completes the proof.
Theorem 3.4.4. Given any convex region Ω with rectiﬁable boundary and any integers k, j, t,
lim
Q ª
Pk,j,Ωt,Q   ρk,jt.
Proof. We are going to use Tα,β,h to approximate Ω. It is enough to consider Ω

  Ω 9 x, y  y C x, y C
0, x C 0. Denote
Eα,β,m,M,Q   Tα,β,MQ  Tα,β,mQ,
hence
AreaEα,β,m,M,Q   1
2
Q2M2 m2cotα  cotβ.
Let ∆   pi~4   α0 @ α1 @  @ αn1   pi~2 be a partition of  pi~4, pi~2 with norm SS∆SS   max0BkBnαk1  αk
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and let θk, ξk >  αk, αk1, 0 B k B n. Suppose the boundary of Ω is deﬁned by the curve yΩ. Let
yΩθk   mk   minα> αk,αk1 yα and yΩξk   Mk   maxα> αk,αk1 yα. If EΩ,∆,Q is the diﬀerence of
the region QΩ and ﬃnk 0 Tαk,αk1,mkQ, then
AreaEΩ,∆,Q B nQ
k 0
AreaEαk,αk1,mk,Mk,Q
 
1
2
n
Q
k 0
cotαk  cotαk1SM2k m2k S
B
1
2
n
Q
k 0
cotαk  cotαk1 SyΩξk2  yΩαk2S  SyΩαk2  yΩθk2S
When Q2SS∆SS   0, AreaEΩ,∆,Q P Q2SSyΩSSªSSyΩSSªSS∆SS   0. Thus, we ﬁx a large Q such that after
k-iterations, the sets of ﬁrst and second coordinates of the visible points are similarly ordered. Then ﬁx n
large enough and ∆ so that SS∆SSP 1
n
. Thus the visible points in QΩ and ﬃnr 0 Tαr,αr1,mrQ are ordered the
same way, except for OQ2~n terms. Then after k-iterations, the sequence qk, ak  q, a > QΩ and
ﬃnr 0qk, ak  q, a > Tαr,αr1,mrQ diﬀer by at most OknQ Q2~n terms. Thus,
Pk,j,Ωt,Q   1
NΩQ#i B NΩQ  k  1  νkj qi1, ai1   t, qi, ai > QΩ
 
1
NΩQ #i  νkj qi1, ai1   t, qi, ai > nr 0Tαr,αr1,mrQ,¡ OknQ  kQ2~n
 
Pnr 0 Pk,j,Tαr,αr1,mrQt,QNTαr,αr1,mr Q
NΩQ Okn~Q  k~n.
Choose n   Q1~2. Then we see as Q ª,
lim
Q ª
Pk,j,Ωt,Q   2 Q
Ñv>Zk
Q
s
1fÑv, s   t U
RsÑv
1,
since
lim
Q ª
Pk,j,Tαr,αr1,mrQt,Q   2 QÑv>ZkQs 1fÑv, s   t U
RsÑv
1
and
Pnr 0NTαr,αr1,mr Q
NΩQ   1 O  1n .
3.5 Proof of Theorem 1.2.3
The following lemma will be used multiple times:
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Lemma 3.5.1. Let Ω `  0,Q2 be a region with a rectiﬁable boundary and assume that f is a C1 function
on Ω. Then
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Q
a,b>Ω9Z2
gcda,b 1
fa, b  6
pi2
U
Ω
fx, ydxdy
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
P \∂f
∂x
\
ª
 \∂f
∂y
\
ª
AreaΩ logQ
 YfY
ª
Q  length∂Ω logQ,
where Y   Yª is the sup-norm on Ω.
Proof. This is Lemma 2 in [13].
Remark 3.5.2. One can take f   1 in this formula to estimate the number of visible lattice points in the
region Ω.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.3. The proof relies on the geometrical interpretation of Farey points as well as the
notion of similar ordering. First, one can think of a Farey fraction a
q
as the visible lattice point q, a
in the square  0,Q2. Then AQ (and similarly BQ) can be interpreted as the set of visible lattice
points in  0,Q2 between the lines y   α  1~Mx and y   α  1~Mx. We will use the same notation
AQ (and BQ) both for that region and for the set of visible points in that region, since it causes no
ambiguity. Next, two Farey fractions will be similarly ordered if the line connecting their corresponding
lattice points has a positive slope. In other words, one of the points will be in the ﬁrst or third quadrant
if a coordinate system is placed at the other point. Now, the numerator of (1.2.3) can be computed as
O
Q
Q
Q,Q
q
a
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the subregions of BQ where the visible points are similarly ordered with q, a.
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Pq,a>AQ #visible points in the shaded region, which can be written as
6
pi2
Q
q,a>AQ
Areashaded region OQ logQ,
by taking f   1 in Lemma 3.5.1. One can easily see that the area of the triangular part of the shaded region
is
a2
Mβ2  1~M2 and the area of the trapezoidal part is Q2  q2M . Hence the sum can be written as
6
pi2
Q
q,a>AQ
Q2  q2
M

a2
Mβ2  1~M2 OQ3 logQ
 
6
pi2M
Q
q,a>AQ
Q2  q2  ca2 OQ3 logQ,
where c  M2~β2M2  1. Next, again by Lemma 3.5.1, this expression is equal to
6
pi2M
Q2 Qq,a>AQ1  Qq,a>AQ ca2  q2 OQ3 logQ
 
6
pi2M
Q2 6
pi2
AreaAQ  6
pi2
U
AQ
cy2  x2dxdy OQ3 logQ. (3.5.1)
Now,
U
AQ
x2dxdy   S
Q
0
S
α 1M x
α 1M x
x2dydx  
Q4
2M
, (3.5.2)
U
AQ
y2dxdy   S
Q
0
S
α 1M x
α 1M x
y2dydx  
1
3
α  1
M
3  α  1
M
3S Q
0
x3dx
 
3α2M2  1
6M3
Q4. (3.5.3)
Using these two formulas in (3.5.1), we deduce that
#x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ, x  y   36Q4
pi2M2
1
2
 c
3α2M2  1
6M2
 OQ3 logQ
 
36Q4
pi2M2
3M2α2  β2  2
6β2M2  1 OQ3 logQ. (3.5.4)
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To estimate the denominator of (1.2.3) we write
#x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ    6
pi2
AreaAQ OQ logQ 6
pi2
AreaBQ OQ logQ
 
36Q4
pi2M2
OQ3 logQ. (3.5.5)
Next, we use (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) in (1.2.3) and take the limit as Q ª. Provided MQ tends to inﬁnity at
a rate such that M2Q   o Ł Q
logQ
, we obtain
lim
Q ª
P α,β,Q   lim
Q ª
3M2α2  β2  2
6β2M2  1   α2  β22β2 .
For the remainder of this chapter we generalize Theorem 1.2.3. Motivated by Zaharescu [35], we consider
a general linear form LX,Y    AX BY and call two fractions γ   a
q
and γ   a

q
similarly ordered with
respect to L, if
La, aLq, q C 0. (3.5.6)
In this case we will write γ L γ
. Note that this is the same condition as (1.2.4) written in terms of a linear
form. Also, the regular similar ordering considered before corresponds to the linear form LX,Y    X  Y .
Notice that the linear forms where A and B have the same sign, are not interesting in this context, since
then any two Farey fractions would be similarly ordered. Finally, the condition (3.5.6) really depends on the
ratio B~A, so without loss of generality we can assume LX,Y    ρX  Y , with ρ A 0. Next, we deﬁne the
analog of (1.2.3):
PM,Lα,β,Q   #x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ, x L y
#x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ , (3.5.7)
which represents the probability that a randomly chosen fraction from AQ is similarly ordered with a
randomly chosen fraction from BQ with respect to the linear form L. The next theorem shows the limiting
probability for diﬀerent values of ρ.
Theorem 3.5.3. Let M   MQ be a function satisfying MQ   o Ł¼ Q
logQ
, LX,Y    ρX  Y and
PM,Lα,β,Q be deﬁned as in (3.5.7). Then
lim
Q ª
PM,Lα,β,Q  
¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨
¤¨
1  β
2
α2
2β2
ρ2, if 0 @ ρ @ 1,
β2α2ρ4
2β2ρ2
, if 1 @ ρ @ β
α
,
1  1
2ρ2
Łβ2
α2
 1 , if ρ A β
α
.
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Proof. The denominator of (3.5.7)) is estimated in (3.5.5), so we only need to focus on the numerator of
(3.5.7). It can be written as
Q
q,a>AQ
Q
q,a>BQ
q
aL
q
a
1  
6
pi2
Q
q,a>AQ
AreaΩq,a OQ logQ
 
6
pi2
Q
q,a>AQ
AreaΩq,a OQ3 logQ, (3.5.8)
where Ωq,a is the subregion of BQ where the lattice points are similarly ordered with q, a. Notice that
the condition (3.5.6) holds if and only if a C ρa and q C ρq or a B ρa and q B ρq. In other words, the pointq, a is in the ﬁrst or third quadrant if a coordinate system is placed at the point ρq, ρa. Because of this,
the shape of Ωq,a varies depending on the value of ρ and the disposition of the point q, a.
If 0 @ ρ @ 1, then for any point q, a in AQ the region Ωq,a consists of a triangle and a quadrilateral.
The computation in this case is very similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 1.2.3. The diﬀerence is that
the area of the triangular part of the region is ρ
2a2
Mβ21~M2 and the area of the trapezoidal part is
Q2ρ2q2
M
.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.5.1 we can write (3.5.8) as
6
pi2
Q
q,a>AQ
 ρ2a2
Mβ2  1~M2  Q2  ρ2q2M  OQ3 logQ
 
36
pi4M
U
AQ
cρ2y2 Q2  ρ2x2dxdy OQ3 logQ, (3.5.9)
where c   M
2
M2β21
. Using the values of integrals computed in (3.5.2) and (3.5.3), we obtain
#x, y  x > AQ, y > BQ, x L y
 
36
pi4M
cρ2 3α2M2  1
6M3
Q4 Q2 AreaAQ  ρ2 Q4
2M
 OQ3 logQ
 
36
pi4M
 ρ2
M2β2  1
3α2M2  1
6M
Q4 Q2
Q2
M
 ρ2
Q4
2M
 OQ3 logQ
 
36Q4
pi4M2
3α2M2  1
M2β2  1
ρ2
6
 1 
ρ2
2
 OQ3 logQ.
Combining this estimate with (3.5.5) and letting Q ª, we obtain the required result.
For 1 @ ρ @ β
α
, the sum in (3.5.8) needs to be broken down into two sums:
Q
q,a>AQ
AreaΩq,a   Q
q,a>AQ
ρqBQ
AreaΩq,a  Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
AreaΩq,a. (3.5.10)
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O Qqρq
ρa
a
Q
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the subregions of BQ where the visible points are similarly ordered with q, a
with respect to the linear form L.
For ρq B Q, the shape of Ωq,a is the same as in the previous case, hence the ﬁrst sum can be computed
as
Q
q,a>AQ
ρqBQ
AreaΩq,a   6
pi2M
U
AQ9x,yx@Qρ 
cρ2y2 Q2  ρ2x2dxdy OQ3 logQ
 
Q4 3M2 β2  α2  2
pi2M2ρ2 β2M2  1 OQ3 logQ. (3.5.11)
In the second sum ρq B Q, so the trapezoidal part of Ωq,a is missing. Also, since ρ @ β~α, then for large
values of Q, ρa @ β  1~M , so the line y   1
ρ
β  1
M
 crosses x   Q at a point below α  1~MQ. Therefore
Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
AreaΩq,a   6
pi2M
U
AQ9x,yxAQρ 
cρ2y2dxdy OQ3 logQ
 
ρ4  1Q4 3α2M2  1
pi2M2ρ2 β2M2  1 OQ3 logQ. (3.5.12)
Using (3.5.11) and (3.5.12) in (3.5.8) we obtain an asymptotic formula for the numerator of (3.5.7). Com-
bining it with (3.5.5) and letting Q ª, we arrive at the required result.
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For ρ A β
α
we still need to break the sum (3.5.8) as in (3.5.10), and the ﬁrst sum is computed exactly
as in (3.5.11). However, the shape of Ωq,a in the second sum varies depending on the position of the line
y   ρa relative to BQ, so the second sum needs to be broken further into three sums in the following way:
Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
aρ@β 1M Q
AreaΩq,a  Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
β 1M QBaρ@β 1M Q
AreaΩq,a  Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
aρCβ 1M Q
AreaΩq,a (3.5.13)
  S1  S2  S3.
Each of the three ﬁgures on the next page depicts the shape of the subregion of AQ (on the right side)
corresponding to one of the sums above and the shape of Ωq,a (on the left side) for a representative pointq, a in the corresponding subregion. Note that since ρ A β
α
, then for large values of Q the inequality
1
ρ
β  1
M
 @ α  1
M
 holds; hence both of the lines y   1
ρ
β  1
M
Q and y   1
ρ
β  1
M
Q cross the line
x   Q at points below α  1
M
Q. To shorten the notation we use Ω1,Ω2 and Ω3 for subregions of BQ
corresponding to S1, S2 and S3 respectively. We use Lemma (3.5.1) and compute the double integrals over
these regions to obtain the asymptotic formulas for S1, S2 and S3. We skip the computation of the integrals
since the regions of integration are fairly simple:
S1   Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
aρBβ 1M Q
cρ2a2
M
 
6
pi2M
U
Ω1
cρ2y2dxdy OQ3 logQ
 
Q4
pi2M2ρ2
3α4M4  3β4M4  12β3M3  2α2M2  18β2M2  12βM  4α2M2  1 β2M2  1 OQ3 logQ,
S2   Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
β 1M Q@aρBβ 1M Q
Q2
M

M
2βM  1 β  1M Q  aρ2
 
6
pi2
U
Ω2
Q2
M

M
2βM  1 β  1M Q  yρ2dxdy OQ3 logQ
 
Q4
pi2M2ρ2
83β2M2  βM  1α2M2  1 βM  1 OQ3 logQ.
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Oρa
Q
Q
β  1
M
Q
β  1
M
Q
O
Q
Q
α  1
M
Q
α  1
M
Q
Q
ρ
1
ρ
β  1
M
Q
Ω1
Figure 3.7: Subregions of BQ corresponding to the sum S1 on the left and the region Ω1 on the right.
O
ρa
Q
Q
β  1
M
Q
β  1
M
Q
O
Q
Q
α  1
M
Q
α  1
M
Q
1
ρ
β  1
M
Q
1
ρ
β  1
M
Q
Ω2
Figure 3.8: Subregions of BQ corresponding to the sum S2 on the left and the region Ω2 on the right.
O
ρa
Q
Q
β  1
M
Q
β  1
M
Q
O
Q
Q
α  1
M
Q
α  1
M
Q
1
ρ
β  1
M
Q
Ω3
Figure 3.9: Subregions of BQ corresponding to the sum S3 on the left and the region Ω3 on the right.
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Finally,
S3   Q
q,a>AQ
ρqAQ
aρAβ 1M Q
Q2
M
 
6Q2
pi2M
AreaΩ1 OQ3 logQ
 
6Q4
pi2M2
1  βM  12
ρ2 α2M2  1 OQ3 logQ.
Now, it is easy to see that
lim
Q ª
6
pi2
S1 36Q4
pi2M2
OQ3 logQ   β4  α4
2α2β2ρ2
,
lim
Q ª
6
pi2
S2 36Q4
pi2M2
OQ3 logQ   0,
lim
Q ª
6
pi2
S3 36Q4
pi2M2
OQ3 logQ   1  β2
α2ρ2
.
Also, from (3.5.11)
lim
Q ª
 Qq,a>AQρqBQ AreaΩq,a

36Q4
pi2M2
OQ3 logQ   α2  β2
2β2ρ2
.
Combining these limits with (3.5.13) and (3.5.11) we arrive at the desired result. We leave the computation
in the case ρ   β
α
to the reader. It is worth mentioning that this case is diﬀerent from the other cases in that
both of the horizontal lines y   1
ρ
β  1
M
 and y   1
ρ
β  1
M
 cross the vertical line x   Q between the pointsQ, α  1
M
Q and Q, α  1
M
Q.
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Chapter 4
Extreme Values of Linear Combinations
of Dirichlet L-functions
4.1 Notations and Preliminary results
Let 0 @ γ @ 1 be given. We begin by ﬁxing a large number N and a number 1 @ a @ 1
γ
. Let Pq be the set of
all primes p congruent to 1 mod q and satisfying
e logN log2N @ p B explog2Nγ logN log2N.
Next, let fqn be the multiplicative function deﬁned on the square-free numbers with
fqp  ¾ logN log2N
log3N
1º
plog p  log2N  log3N , (4.1.1)
for p in Pq and fqp   0 otherwise. We deﬁne the quantity
AN,q  
1
Pn>N fqn2 Qn>N fqnºn QdSn fqdºd. (4.1.2)
Since fq is a multiplicative function, then AN,q admits the following product representation:
AN,q   M
p>Pq
1  fqp2  fqpp1~2
1  fqp2 , (4.1.3)
which is useful in estimating AN,q from below. Next, we deﬁne Pk,q as the set of primes in Pq satisfying
ek logN log2N @ p B e
k1 logN log2N , for k   1, . . . ,  log2Nγ. Let Mk be the set of integers that have at
least a logN
k2 log3N
prime divisors in Pk,q and let M

k be the set of integers from Mk that have prime divisors only
in Pk,q. Next, set
M   suppf  
log2Nγ
k 1
Mk. (4.1.4)
In other words, M is the set of square-free numbers that have at most a logN
k2 log3N
prime divisors in each Pk,q.
ClearlyM is divisor closed; that is, if it contains an integer m, then it also contains all of the divisors of m.
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Now, let J be the set of integers j for which
1  1
T
j ,1  1
T
j1 9M   g,
and let mj be the minimum of 1  1~T j , 1  1~T j1 9M for j in J . Finally deﬁne
M   mj  j > J , (4.1.5)
and set
rm    Qn>M,1 logT 2T B nmB1 logT 2T fqn2

1~2
, (4.1.6)
for every m in M. We now have all necessary notations to formulate and prove the lemmas leading to the
proof of Theorem 1.3.1. These are the analogues of Lemmas 1-4 in [14] and the proofs go along parallel lines,
hence we skip some of the computations which are similar.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let AN,q be deﬁned as in (4.1.2). Then
AN,q C expγ  o1
φq
¾
logN log3N
log2N
 , (4.1.7)
as N  ª.
Proof. Since fqp @ log3N1~2 for all p in Pq, then it follows from (4.1.3) that
AN,q   exp
1  o1 Qp>Pq fqpºp  . (4.1.8)
Now, we use the deﬁnition of fqp and the prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions to obtain the
following bound:
Q
p>Pq
fqpº
p
 
¾
logN log2N
log3N
Q
p>Pq
1
plog p  log2N  log3N
 
1  o1
φq
¾
logN log2N
log3N
 S
explog2Nγ logN log2N
e logN log2N
1
x logxlogx  log2N  log3Ndx
 
1  o1
φq
¾
logN log2N
log3N
S
log2Nγlog2Nlog3N
1log2Nlog3N
1
tt  log2N  log3Ndt
 
γ  o1
φq
¾
logN log3N
log2N
.
Together with (4.1.8) this concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 4.1.2. We have
1
Pn>N fqn2 Qn>N,n¶M fqnºn QdSn fqdºd   oAN,q, (4.1.9)
where M is deﬁned in (4.1.4).
Proof. We begin by writing
1
AN,qPn>N fqn2 Qn>N,n¶M fqnºn QdSn fqdºd (4.1.10)
B
1
AN,qPn>N fqn2
 log2Nγ
Q
k 1
Q
n>Mk
fqnº
n
Q
dSn
fqdºd. (4.1.11)
Now, for each k   1, . . . , 
log2Nγ, we have
1
AN,qPn>N fqn2 Qn>Mk fqnºn QdSn fqdºd
 
1
Lp>Pk,q1  fqp2  fqpp1~2 Qn>M k fqnºn QdSn fqd
º
d
B
1
Lp>Pk,q1  fqp2 Qn>M k fqn2 Mp>Pk,q 1  1fqpºp . (4.1.12)
To bound the product on the right side, we write
M
p>Pk,q
1  1
fqpºp
  M
e logN log2N@pBexplog2Nγ logN log2N
p1 mod q
1  log p  log2N  log3N¾ log3NlogN log2N 
B 1  k  1¾ log3N
logN log2N
ek1 logN B expk  1ek1¾ logN log3N
log2N

  expo logN
log3N
 1
k2
 , (4.1.13)
since k B log2Nγ . Since every numbers in Mk has at least a logNk2 log3N prime divisors and fqn is multiplica-
tive, then for any b A 1 we have
Q
n>M 
k
fqn2 B ba logNk2 log3N M
p>Pk,q
1  bfqp2,
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thus
1
Lp>Pk,q1  fqp2 Qn>M k fqn2 B ba
logN
k2 log3N exp
 Qp>Pk,qb  1fqp2 . (4.1.14)
Finally,
Q
p>Pk,q
fqp2   logN log2N
log3N
Q
p>Pk,q
1
plog p  log2N  log3N2
B
1  o1
φq logN log2Nlog3N S e
k1 logN log2N
ek logN log2N
1
k2x logx
B
1  o1
φq logNk2 log3N B 1  o1 logNk2 log3N .
Combining this inequality, (4.1.13) and (4.1.14) in (4.1.12), we ﬁnd that
1
AN,qPn>N Qn>Mk
fqnº
n
Q
dSn
fqdºd B expb  1  a log b  o1 logN
k2 log3N
 .
To ﬁnish the proof, it remains to choose b suﬃciently close to 1 to have b  1  a log b @ 0 and use the last
inequality in (4.1.10).
Remark 4.1.3. The cardinality of the set M is at most N . It is proven for a larger set in Lemma 2 of [14]
so it is true for our M as well.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let M be the set deﬁned by (4.1.4) and let ε be a positive number. Then
1
Pn>N fqn2 Qn>M fqnºn QdSn,dBn~Nε fqdºd   oAN,q, (4.1.15)
as N  ª, where the implicit constant depends only on ε.
Proof. Since fq is multiplicative, then
Q
n>M
fqnº
n
Q
dSn,dBn~Nε
fqdºd   Q
n>M
fqn2 Q
kSn,kCNε
1
fqkºk .
Hence, it is enough to show that for each n in M, as N  ª,
Q
kSn,kCNε
1
fqkºk   o1.
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To show that, we write
Q
kSn,kCNε
1
fqkºk B Nε~4QkSn 1fqkk1~4   Nε~4MpSn 1  1p1~4fqp . (4.1.16)
The product is o1 because of the deﬁnition of fqp and the fact that the integers n in M have at most
2a logN~ log3N prime divisors.
Let Φt   expt2~2 be the Gaussian function.
Lemma 4.1.5. For any positive number M , we have
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Q1BnBTn1 mod qn
1~2 S
Tβ
Tβ
M
n
itΦ logT
T
tdtRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRP maxT
β , T 1~2 logT , (4.1.17)
where the implicit constant is independent of M .
Proof. We start by bounding each term in the integral using the Lemma 4.3 in [32, Page 71], for intervals T β ,0 and  0, T β with the functions F t   log M
n
 t and Gt   Φ  logT
T
t. We have
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Q1BnBTn1 mod qn
1~2 S
Tβ
Tβ
M
n
itΦ logT
T
tdtRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
P Q
1BnBT
n1 mod q
n1~2 min
T β , 1Tlog M
n
T .
We split the indices of summation into three parts; for M 
º
M B n BM 
º
M , we use the bound T β and
for n outside the interval  M
2
, 3M
2
, we use the bound 1S logM~nS , which is clearly P 1. We deﬁne Sm to be
the set of integers n  1 mod q in the interval
 M  m  1ºM,M mºM 8  M mºM,M  m  1ºM.
Therefore,
Q
1BnBT
n1 mod q
n1~2 min
T β , 1Tlog M
n
T
P T β  T 1~2 
º
M~2
Q
m 1
Q
n>Sm,nBT
n1~2 1Tlog M
n
T .
Now, if M A 2T , then the latter sum is 0, hence we can assume that M B 2T . In that case, for n in Sm we
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have 1S log Mn S P
º
M
m
, so
º
M~2
Q
m 1
Q
n>Sm,nBT
n1~2 1Tlog M
n
T P
º
M~2
Q
m 1
º
M
m
P
º
M logM B
º
T logT,
which completes the proof.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.3.1
For a large value T we take N    Tκ with some value of κ B 1~2. Then we form the resonator
Rt   Q
m>M
rm
mit
, (4.2.1)
where M is deﬁned by (4.1.5) and rm is deﬁned by (4.1.6). We deﬁne
M1R,T    S
TβBStSBT
SRtS2Φ logT
T
tdt,
M2R,T    S
TβBStSBT
Fq 1
2
 it SRtS2Φ logT
T
tdt.
Then
max
TβBtBT
VFq 1
2
 itV C SM2R,T S
M1R,T  , (4.2.2)
so the goal is to estimate SM2R,T S from below and M1R,T  from above.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. For M1R,T  we have
M1R,T P T logT 3 Q
n>M
fqn2. (4.2.3)
The proof of this bound goes along a similar line with Theorem 1 of [14], so we will leave it to the reader
and focus on the bound for M2R,T . By orthogonality of characters we have the representation
Fqs   Q
χ mod q
ª
Q
n 1
χn
ns
 
ª
Q
n 1
1
ns
Q
χ mod q
χn   φq Q
n1 mod q
1
ns
, (4.2.4)
which is valid for Res A 1. We will need an approximation of Fqs on the critical line by the truncation
of this Dirichlet series. For a non-principal character, from the partial summation formula, one has
L1
2
 it, χ   Q
nBT
χn
n1~2it
OT 1~2, (4.2.5)
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which is valid for StS B T . To ﬁnd the analogue of this formula for the principal character χ0, we start by the
writing the classical approximation
ζ 1
2
 it   Q
nBT
n1~2it  T
1~2it
1~2  it OT 1~2,
which is also valid for StS B T (see [32, Page 77]). Then we can write the partial sum of L1~2  it, χ0 as
Q
nBT
χ0n
n1~2it
  Q
nBTn,q 1
1
n1~2it
  Q
nBT
1
n1~2it QdSn,dSq
µd  Q
dSq
µd Q
nBT
dSn
1
n1~2it
 Q
dSq
µd
d1~2it QmBT ~d
1
m1~2it
 Q
dSq
µd
d1~2it
ζ 12  it  Td 1~2it1~2  it OT 1~2
  L1
2
 it, χ0  T 1~2it
1~2  itQdSq µdd OT 1~2
  L1
2
 it, χ0  φq
q
T 1~2it
1~2  it OT 1~2.
Therefore, for the principal character,
L1
2
 it, χ0   Q
nBT
χ0n
n1~2it

φq
q
T 1~2it
1~2  it OT 1~2. (4.2.6)
Combining this with (4.2.5) and the deﬁnition of Fqs we obtain
Fq 1
2
 it   φq Q
nBT
n1 mod q
1
n1~2it

φq
q
T 1~2it
1~2  it OT 1~2, (4.2.7)
for StS B T . Now, by using the trivial bound SRtS2 B N Pm>M rm2, we ﬁnd that
M2R,T    S
Tβ@StSBT QnBT
n1 mod q
1
n1~2it
SRtS2Φ logT
T
tdt OT 1~2κlogT 3 Q
n>M
fqn2.
By Lemma 4.1.5 and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRS
Tβ
Tβ
Q
nBT
n1 mod q
1
n1~2it
SRtS2Φ logT
T
tdtRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
P maxT β , T 1~2 logT  Q
m,n>M
rmrn
P maxT β , T 1~2 logT TκlogT 3 Q
n>M
fqn2,
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so if κ   min1~2,1  β, then this expression is OT logT 4Pn>M fqn2. On the other hand, since
Φ Ł T
logT
tP e 12 logT 2 , then
SStSAT
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR QnBTn1 mod q
1
n1~2it
SRtS2Φ logT
T
tRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRdtP o1 Qn>M fqn
2.
Therefore
M2R,T    IR,T  OT logT 4  Q
n>M
fqn2, (4.2.8)
where
IR,T    S ª
ª
φq Q
kBT
k1 mod q
1
k1~2it
SRtS2Φ logT
T
tdt.
Now, we use the deﬁnition of Rt given in (4.2.1) and the fact that
Φˆx   S ª
ª
Φteitxdt  º2piΦx,
to write
IR,T    º2piT
logT
φq Q
kBT
k1 mod q
1
k1~2it Qm,n>M
rmrnΦ T
logT
log
m
n
.
Next, we interchange the summations and drop the terms in the inner sum corresponding to the values of k
outside M. Since all the terms in the sum are non-negative, we achieve the lower bound
IR,T  C º2piT
logT
φq Q
m,n>M
Q
kBT
1
k1~2it
Φ T
logT
log
m
n
,
and the congruence condition on k is dropped since all the numbers in the M satisfy that. We now drop
more terms from the above sum; for each k >M consider all m, n >M for which Skm~n  1S B 3~T . By
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
Q
m,n>M,mk n
0B m
m
1B 1T ,0B
n
n
1B 1T
fqmfqn B rmrn,
thus, by the deﬁnition of M
Q
m,n>M,mk n
fqmfqn B Q
m,n>M,Skm~n1SB3~T
rmrn.
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Now, dividing both sides of this inequality by
º
k and summing over all k in M 9  1, T  we obtain
IR,T Q T
logT
Q
n>M
fqn
n
Q
dSn,dCn~T
fqdºdQ T
logT
AN,q Q
n>M
fqn2,
where the last estimate follows from Lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.1.4. Finally, using Lemma 4.1.1 and (4.2.8), we
deduce that SM2R,T SQ T
logT
expγ  o1
φq
¾
κ
logT log3 T
log2 T
 Q
n>M
fqn2. (4.2.9)
To complete the proof it remains to use 4.2.3 and (4.2.9) in (4.2.2).
4.3 Partial Sums of the Riemann Zeta Function
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3.2. For an integer n, deﬁne pn as the largest prime
factor of n. Also, for given integers M and N , deﬁne the sets A and B so that A   n B N  n  m1m2m3,1 B
m1,m2,m3 BM, and B   1,2, . . . ,NA. We start with the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3.1. Let M   
 logT  and N B logT λ, where  is any positive number and 1 B λ @ 2. Then for
large values of T , if the number n B N is such that pn BM , then n > A.
Proof. Write n   pnn1   pnpn1n2. Since pn is the largest prime factor of n, then pn1 B pn BM .
If n2 BM , then we can take m1   pn,m2   pn1 and m3   n2, so n > A. Otherwise,
pnpn1 B n
n2
B
N
M
B
1

logT λ1.
However, since pn1 B pn, then pn12 B 1 logT λ1. Now, deﬁne the numbers n0   n and nj1   nnj , for
j C 0. We let
r1   maxk  kM
j 0
pnj BM and m1   r1M
j 0
pnj.
In other words, we collect the large prime factors of n in m1 as long as it is not larger than M . Similarly,
deﬁne
r2   maxk  kM
j r11
pnj BM and m2   r2M
j r11
pnj.
Finally, takem3  
n
m1m2
. Apparently, m1,m2 BM , and we will ﬁnish the proof by showing thatm3 BM . Our
choice of r1 and r2 implies thatm1pnr11 AM andm2pnr21 AM . Moreover, pnr21 B pnr11 B pn1.
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Hence
m3  
n
m1m2
B
N
M
pnr11
M
pnr21
B
Npn12
M2
B
1

logT 2λ1
M2
BM,
for large values of T , since λ @ 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. We start by taking the parameters  A 0 and an integer q, the values of which will
be chosen later. We construct the sets A and B corresponding to M   
 logT  and write
VζN1
2
 itV   WQ
n>A
1
n1~2it
 Q
n>B
1
n1~2it
W C WQ
n>A
cost logn  i sint lognº
n
W  Q
n>B
1º
n
. (4.3.1)
Next, we apply Dirichlet's Theorem (see [32, Page 184]) with t0  
º
T and am  
logm
2pi
,m   1, . . . ,M . We
therefore ﬁnd integers xm,m   1, . . . ,M , and a number t >  ºT ,ºTqM , such that StamxmS B 1q . This meansY t logm
2pi
Y B 1
q
, where Y   Y denotes the closest integer function. This, in turn, implies that S sint logmS B sin 2pi
q
and cost logm C cos 2pi
q
for all m   1, . . . ,M . Moreover, by the deﬁnition of A any n > A can be written as
a product n   m1m2m3 with 1 B m1,m2,m3 B M . Hence for each n > A we have cost logm C cos 2piq andS sint logmS B 3 sin 2pi
q
, therefore
WQ
n>A
cost logn  i sint lognº
n
W C cos 2pi
q
Q
n>A
1º
n
 3 sin
2pi
q
Q
n>A
1º
n
  cos 2pi
q
 3 sin
2pi
q
 Q
n>A
1º
n
C 1   Q
n>A
1º
n
,
where in the last step q is chosen large enough to satisfy cos 2pi
q
 3 sin 2pi
q
 C 1  . We now combine the
last inequality with (4.3.1) to obtain
VζN1
2
 itV C 1   Q
n>A
1º
n
 Q
n>B
1º
n
C 1   NQ
n 1
1º
n
 2 Q
n>B
1º
n
. (4.3.2)
For the ﬁrst sum in 4.3.2 we use the trivial estimate
N
Q
n 1
1º
n
  2
º
N  oºN, (4.3.3)
and for the second sum we write
Q
n>B
1º
n
B Q
n>B
pnAM
1º
n
B Q
M@qBN
q prime
Q
nBN
pn q
1º
n
  Q
M@qBN
q prime
Q
nBN
qSn
1º
n
, (4.3.4)
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where the ﬁrst inequality follows from Lemma 4.3.1 and the equality in the last step follows from the fact
that for q AM , pn   q is equivalent to qSn. Thus,
Q
n>B
1º
n
B Q
M@qBN
q prime
Q
1BdB
Nq 
1º
qd
  Q
M@qBN
q prime
1º
q
Q
1BdB
Nq 
1º
d
B Q
M@qBN
q prime
1º
q
2
¾
N
q
   2ºN QM@qBN
q prime
1
q
.
To estimate the last sum, we use Mertens' theorem:
Q
M@qBN
q prime
1
q
  log logN  log logM O  1
logM
   log loglogT λ
log logT   O  1log logT 
  logλ O  1
log logT
 .
Therefore
Q
n>B
1º
n
B 2
º
N logλ  oºN. (4.3.5)
We ﬁnally combine (4.3.3), (4.3.5) and (4.3.1) to obtain
VζN 1
2
 itV C 2ºN1    2 logλ  oºN, (4.3.6)
which completes the proof. Note that the value of  needs to be chosen so that q logT B
º
T .
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